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Welcome !

Congratulations on your purchase of this SOny Digital Handycam camcorder. With your Digital

Handycam, you can capture life's precious moments with superior picture and sound quality. Your Digital

Handycam is loaded with advanced features, but at the same time it is very easy to use. You wiLl soon be

producing home videothatyoucanenjoy foryears to come.

:To prevent fire or shock hazard, do
not expose the unit to rain or
,moisture.

This symbol is intended to alert
the user to the presence of

uninsulated "dangerous voltage"
within the product's enclosure
that may be of sufficient
magnitude to constitute a risk of
electric shock to persons.

This symbol is intended to alert

the user to the presence of
important operating and
maintenance (servicing)
instructions in the literature

accompanying the appliance.

Never expose the battery pack to temperatures
above 140°F (60°C) such as in a car parked in

the sun or under direct sunlight.

DISPOSAL OF LITHIUM ION BATTERY,

LITHIUM ION BATTERY,

DISPOSE OF PROPERLY.

You can return your unwanted lithium ion batteries
to your nearest Sony Service Center or Factory
Service Center.

Note: In some area$ the dispeaal of lithium ion
batteries in household or business trash may
be prohibited.

Forthe SonyService Centernearest youcaU
1..800-222-SONY(United Statesoaly)
For the Sony Factory Service Center nearest you call
416-499-SONY (Canada only)

Caution: Do not handle damaged or leaking lithium
ion battery,

For customers in CANADA
CAUTION
TO _ _JECI'RIC SHOCK, MATCH WIDE
BLADIq OF PLUG TO WIDE SI.X_, FULLY INSERT.

For customers in the U.S.A.
CAUTION
You are cautioned that any changes or modifications
not expresslyapproved in this manual could void

our authority to operatethisequipment.

Declaration of Confocnuty

Trade Name: SOl'flY

Model No.: DCR-TRV8, DCR-TRV10

Responsible Party:. Sony Electronics Inc.

Address: 1 Sony Drive, Park Ridge,
N], 07656 USA

Telephone No.: 201-930-6970

This device complies with Partl5 of the FCC
Rules. Operation is subject to the following two
conditions.: (1)This device may not cause
harmful interference, and (2)this device must
accept any interference received, including
interference that may cause undesired operation.

Note:

"[his equipment has been tested and found to comply
with the limits for a Clam B digital device, pursuant
to Part 15 of the FCC Rul_ These limits are designed
to provide reasonable protection against harmful"
interference in a residential installation. This

fe_q_equipmentgenerates,uses, and canradiateradio
uency energy and, if not installed and used in

accordance with the instructions, may cause harminl
interference to radio communications. However,

there is no_ua_'anteethat interference will not occur
in a particular instanafion, If this equipment does
cause hamlfui interference to radio or television

reception, which can be determined by turning the
equipment off and on, the user is encouraged to try to
correct the interference by one or more of the
following meesures:
-- Reorient or relocate the receiving antenna.
-- Increase the separation between the equipment

and receiver.

-- Connect the equipment into an oudet on a circuit
different from that to which the receiver is
col_.-_cted.

-- Consult the dealer or an experienced radio/TV
technician for help.

Memory Stick

For customers in CANADA
This Class B digital apparatus complies with
Canadian 1CES4303.

For customers in the U.S.A.
This device complies with Part 15 of the FCC Rules.
Operation is subject to the following two conditions:
(1) This device may not cause harmful interference,
and (2) this device must accept any interference
received, including interference that may cause
undesired operation.
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Quick Start Guide

This chapter introduces you to the basic features of your
camcorder. See the page in parentheses "( )" for more
information.

Use the battery pack when using.your eamcorder outdoors (p. 9).

Open the DC IN
jack cover.

Connect the plug with
its • mark facing up.

AC power adaptor (supplied)

[ O Slide --_OPEN/
EJECTin the
direction of the

arrow and open the
lid.

O Push the middle

portion of the back of
the cassette to insert.

A

Close the cassette

compartment by
. pressing the

mark on the cassette

compartment.

O After the cassette

compartment going
down completely,
close the lid until it
clicks.



O Remove the lens cap. }

0 Set the POWER switch to CAMERA while pres_x_

the small green buttor_The picture appears on the
LCD screen.

O Press START/STOP. Your camcorder

starts recording. To stop recording, press
START/STOP again.

O Slide OPEN in the

direction of the •

mark. Then, open the

LCD panel.

Viewfinder

When the LCD panel is dosed, use the
viewfinder placing your eye against its eyecup.

O Set the POWER switch to VTR

while pressing
the small green
button.

O Press _ to rewind the tape.

REW_

S
O Press I_ to start playback.

PLAY

wm

NOTE

Do not pick up your camcorder by
holding the viewfinder, the LCD
panel or the battery pack.



Getting started-

Ising this manual

The instructio_asin thismanual are forthetwo models listedinthetablebelow.Before

you startreadingthismanual and operatingyour camcorder,check themodel number
by lookingatthebottom of your camcorder.The DCR-TRV10 isthemodel used for

illustrationpurposes.Otherwise,the model name isindicatedintheiUuslzations.Any
differencesinoperationareclearlyindicatedinthetext,forexample,"DCR-TRV10

only."
As you readthrough thismanual, buttonsand settingson yourcamcorder areshown in

capitalletters.
e.g.SetthePOWER switchtoCAMERA.

When you carryout an operation,you can hearabeep sound toindicatethatthe
operationisbeingcarriedout.

Types of differences

DCR-

DV synchro-editing

MEMORY mark*

(on the POWER switch)

• Provided

-- Not provided

TRV8 TRV10

* The model with MEMORY marked on the POWER switch is provided with memory
functions. See page 79 for details.

Your camcorder is based on the DV format. You can only use mini DV cassettes with

your camcorder. We recommend you to use a tape with cassette memory CIII.

The functions which depend on whether the tape has the cassette memory or not are:
• End search (p. 24, 27)
• Searching a recording by date - date search (p. 49)
•Photo search (10.52).

The functionsyou can operateonlywith thecassettememory are:
•Searchingtheboundariesofrecordedtapeby title- titlesearch(p.51)

• Superimposinga title (p. 65)
• Making your own titles (p. 68)

• Labeling a cassette (p. 70).
For details, see page 109.

You see this mark in the introduction of the features that operate only with
cassette memory.

Tapes with cassette memory are marked by (IJI (Cassette Memory).



Using this manual
IN I I

TV color systems differ from country to country. To view your recordings on a TV,you
need an _ system-based IV. 1

Telavision programs, fdms, video tapes, and other materials may be copyrighted.

Unauthorized recording of such materials may be contrary to the provision of the
copyright laws. o.

• The LCO screen and/or the color viewfinder are manufactured using high-
precision technology. However, there may he some tiny black spots and/or
bright spots (red, blue or green in color) that constantly appear on the LCD
screen and/or in the color viewfinder. These spots occur normally in the
manufacturing process and do not affect the recorded picture in any way.
Effective number of pixels is 99.99% or more.

• Do not let your camcorder get wet. Keep your camcorder away from rain and sea

water. Letting your camcorder get wet may cause your camcorder to malfunctinn.
Sometimes this malfunction cannot be repaired [a].

• Never leave your camcorder exposed to temperatures above 140_F (60_C), such as in a
car parked in the sun or under direct sunlight [b].

• Do not place your camcorder so as to point the viewfinder or the LCD screen toward
the sun. The inside of the viewfi,nder or LCD screen may be damaged [¢].

[a] [b] [cl

Contents of the recording cannot be compensated if recording or playback is not made due to a
malfunction of the camcorder, video tape, etc.

-.7



Checking supplied accessories

Make surethatthefollowingaccessoriesaresuppliedwithyour c.arncorder.

[]

RMT-811

[]

[]

RMT-808

[]

[]

[]

[] []

[] Wireless Remote Commander (1)

(p. 132)
RMT-811:DCR-TRV10
RMT-808:DCR-TRV8

[] AC-L10A/L10B/L10C AC power adaptor
(I), Power cord (I) (p. 10)

[] NP-FM50 battery pack (1) (p, 9, 10)

[] Size AA (R6) battery for Remote
Commander (2) (p. 132).

[] Serial port adaptor for Memory Stick
(1), PCserial cable (1), AC power
adaptor for Serial port adaptor (1)
(p. 96)
DCR-TRV10 only

[] Memory Stick(I)(p.79)
DCR-TRVI0 only

[] A]V connecting cable (1) (p. 28, 54)

[] Shoulder strap (1) (p. 129)

[] Lens cap (1) (p. 15)

[] Application software: PictureGear
3.2Ute (CD ROM) (1) (p. 96)
DCR-TRVI0 only

8



Step 1 Preparing the power supply

Install the battery pack to use your camcorder outdoors.

(1) Lift up the viewfinder.
(2) Slide the battery pack down until it clicks,

I

To remove the battery pack
Lift up the viewfinder.
Slide the battery pack out in the direction of the arrow while pressing BA_ down.

After installing the battery pack
Do not carry your camcorder by holding the battery pack. If you do so, the battery pack
may slide off your camcorder unintentionally, damaging your camcorder.

!fyou use the large capacity battery pack
If you install the NP-FM70/FM90 battery pack on your camcorder, extend its
viewfinder. Take care not to pinch your finger when lifting the viewfinder up and
down.



Step 1 Preparing the power supply
I

Use the battery pack after charging it for your camcorder.
Your camcorder operates oraywith me "InfoL1THIUM" battery pack (M series),

"InfoLITHIUM" is a trademark of Sony Corporation.

(1) Open the DC IN jack cover and connect the AC power adaptor supplied with
your camcorder to the DC IN jack with the plug's • mark facing up.

{2) Connect the power cord to the AC power adaptor.
(3) Connect the power cord to a wall outlet.
(4) Set the POWER switch to OFF. Charging begins. The remaining battery time is

indicated in minutes on thedisplay window.
When the remaining battery indicator changes to i, norma| charge is completed. To
fully charge the battery (full charge), leave the battery pack attached for about I hour
after normal charge is completed until FULLappears in the display window. Fully
charging the battery allows you to use the battery longer than usual.

2
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Step 1 Preparing the power supply

Note

Prevent metallic objectsfrom coming into contact with the metal parts of the DC plug of
the AC power adaptor. This may cause a short-circuit, damaging the AC power

adaptor.

Remaining battery time indicator
The remaining battery time indicator in the display window roughly indicates the
recording time.

Until your camcorder calculates the actual remaining battery time

"- -- rain" appears in the display window.

While charging the battery pack, no indicator appears or the indicator flashes in
the display window in the following cases
- The battery pack is not installed correctly.
- De AC power" adaptor is disconnected.
- Something is wrong with the battery pack.

Charging time

Battery pack Full charge (Normal charge)

NP-FMSO (supplied) 150 (90)

NP-FM70 240 (180)

NP-FMg0 330 (270)

Approximate number of minutes to charge an empty battery pack

Recording time
DCR-TRV8

Battery pack

NP-FM50 (supplied)
NP-FM70

NP-FM90

Recording with Recording with
the viewfinder the LCD screen

Continuous* Typical** Continuous* Typical**

170 (155) 90 (80) 135 (120) 70 (60)
355 (320) 190 (170) 285 (255) 150 (135)

540 (485) • " 290 (260) 435 (390) 230 (210)

DCR-TRVIO

Recording with Recording with
Battery pack the viewfinder the LCDscreen

Continuous* Typical** Continuous* Typical**

NP-FMS0 (supplied) 170 (155) 90 (80) 130 (115) 70 (60)

NP-FM70 355 (320) 190 (170) 270 (245) 145 (130)

NP-FM90 540 (485) 290 (260) 410 (370) 220 (195)

Approximate number of minutes when you use a fully charged battery

Numbers in parentheses "( )" indicate the time using a normally charged battery.

* Approximate continuous recording time at 77°F (25°C). The battery life will be
shorter if you use your camcorder in a cold environment.

** Approximate humor of minutes when recording while you repeat recording start/
stop, zooming and turning the power on/off. The actual battery life may be shorter.

mm



Preparing the power supply

Playing time
_.J_-TRV8

8artery pack Playing time Playing time
on LeD screen with LCD closed

NP-FMS0 (supplied) 140 (125) 180 (160)
NP-FMT0 295 (265) 37O (33O)

NP-FMg0 450 (4OO) S60 (SOS)

DCR-TRV10

Battery pack Playing time Playing time
on LCD screen with LCD closed

NP-FMS0 (supplied) 135 (120) 180 (160)
NP-FM70 275 (250) 370 (330)

NP-FM90 _ (380) 560 (505)

Approximate number of minutes when you use a fully charged battery

Numbers in parentheses "( )" indicate the time using a normally charged battery.
The battery life will be shorter if you use your camcorder in a cold environment:

After charging the battery pack
Disconnect the AC power adaptor from the DC IN jack on your camcorder.

Note on the remaining battery time indicator during recording

The indicator may not be correct, depending on the conditions in which you are
recording. When you close the LCD panel and open it again, it takes about 1 minute for
the correct remaining battery time to be displayed.

What is "InfoUTHIUM'?

The "InfoLITHIUM" is a lithium ion battery pack which can exchange data such as
battery consumption with compatible video equipment. This unit is compatible with the
"Ird:oLITHIUM" battery pack (M series). Your camcorder operates only with the

"InfoLITHIUM" battery. "LrffoLITHIUM" M series battery packs have the ._l__aamaoMO
mark.

"lnfoLITHIUM" is a trademark of Sony Corporation.



Step I Preparing the power supply

When you use your camcorder for a long time, we recommend that you power it from a
wall outlet using the AC power adaptor.
(1) Open the DC IN jack cover, pulling the cover out a little and rotating it,

Connect the AC power adaptor to the DC IN jack on your camcorder with the _.

pl,ug's • mark facing up. ,u
(2) Cormect the power cord to the AC power adaptor.

(3) Connect the power cord to a wall outlet.

1

WARNING

The power cord must only be changed at a qualified service shop.

PRECAUTION

The set is not disconnected from the AC power source (house current) as long as it is
"connected to the wall outlet, even if the set itself has been turned off.

Notes

• The AC power adaptor can supply power even if the battery pack is attached to your
camcorder.

• The DC IN jack has "source priority". This means that the battery pack cannot supply
any power if the power cord is connect_l to the DC IN jack, even when the power
co_d is not plugged into a wall outlet.

• Keep the AC power adaptor away from your camcorder if the picture is disturbed.

Using a car battery
Use Sony DC Adaptor/Charger (not supplied).

13



Step 2 Inserting a cassette

(1) Slide --_OPEN/EJECT in the direction of the arrow and open the lid. The
cassette compartment automatically lifts up and opens.

(2) I_sh the middle portion of the back of the cassette to insert.
Insert the cassette in a straight line deeply into the cassette compartment with
the window facing out.

(3) Close the cassette compartment by pressing the _ mark on the cassette
compartment. The cassette compartment automatically goes down.

(4) After the cassette compartment going down completely, close the lid until it
clicks.

1
-_ OPEN/EJECT

2,3 4

To eject a cassette
Follow the procedure above and in step 2, take out the cassette.

Notes

• Do not press the cassette compartment down. Doing so may cause malfunction.
• The cassette compartment may not be closed when you press arty part of the lid other

than the [E_] mark.

When you use mini DV cassette with cassette memory
Read the instruction about cassette memory to use this function properly (p. 109).

To prevent misoperation of your camcorder
Set the POWER switch to OFF when you insert and eject a cassette.

• To prevent accidental erasure
Slide the write-protect tab on the cassette to expose the red mark.



Recording - Basics --

,ecording a picture

Your camcorder automatically focuses for you.
(1) Remove the lens cap by pressing both knobs on its sides and attatch the lens

cap to the grip strap.
(2) Install the power source and insert a cassette. See "Step 1" and "Step 2" for

more information (p. 9 to p, 14).
(3} Set the POWER switch to CAMERA while pressing the small green button. Illl

Your camcorder is set to the standby mode. _=

(4) Slide OPEN in the direction of the I_ mark. Then, open the LCD panel. The
viewfinder automatically turns off. 5"

(5) Press START/STOP. Your camcorder starts recording. The REC indicator a
appears. The camera recording lamp located on the front of your camcorder
lights up. To stop recording, press START/STOP again. _'

lamp

4 5



Recording a picture
I IIIIIIIII IIIII I

Note
Fasten the grip strap firmly. Do not touch the built-in microphone during recording.

Note on Recording mode
Your camcorder records and plays back in the SP (standard play) mode and in the LP
(long play) mode. Select SP or LP in the MENU settings. In the LP mode, you can record
1.5 times as long as in the SP mode.
When you record a tape in the LPmode on your camcorder, we recommend playing the
tape on your camcorder.

Note on the lock (DCR-TRVIOonly)
When you slide the lock to the right, the POWERswitch can no longer be set to
MEMORY accidentaLly. The lock is set to the left before your camcorder leaves the
factory.

To enable smooth transition

Transition between the last scene you recorded and the next scene is smooth as long as
you do not eject the cassette even if you turn off your camcorder. When you change the
battery pack, set the POWERswitch to OFF. When you use a tape with cassette
memory, however, you can make the transition smooth even after ejecting the cassette it
you use the END SEARCH function (p. 24).

If you leave your camcorder in the standby mode for 5 minutes while the cassette
is inserted
Your camcorder automatically turns off. This is to save battery power and to prevent
battery and tape wear. To resume the standby mode, set the POWERswitch to OFF, anc
to CAMERA again.

When you record in the SPand LP modes on one tape or you record some scenes
in the LP mode

The playback picture may be distorted or the time code may not be written properly
between scenes.

16



lecording a picture

mlilMJBi rig IIiE mmm_]

To adjust the brightness of the LCD screen, press either of the two buttons on LCD
BRIGHT.

The LCD panel moves about 90 degrees to the viewfinder side and about 180 degrees to
the lens side.

If you turn the LCD panel over so that it faces the other way, the Q indicator appears
in the viewfinder and on the LCD sc_en (Mirror mode).

to dim to brighten

m

g

I

W

When closing the LCD panel, set it vertically until it clicks, and swing it into the

camcorder body.

Note

When using the LCD screen except in the mirror mode, the viewfinder automatically
turns off.

When you use the LCD screen outdoors in direct sunlight
The LCD screen may be difficult to see. If this happens, we recommend that you use the
view finder.

LCD screen backlight
You can change the brightness of the back,light. Select LCD B.L. in the MENU settings.

Evenif you adjust the LeDscreen backlightor brightness of the LeDscreen
The recorded picture will not be affected.

Picture in the mirror mode

The picture on the LCD is a mirror-image. However, the picture will be normal when
recorded.

During recording in the mirror mode
ZERO SETMEMORY on the Remote Commander does not work.

Indicatorsin the mirror mode

The STBY indicator appears as no and REC as 0. Some of the other indicators appear
mlrror-revdrsed and others are not displayed.

(1) Set the POWER switch to OFF.

(2) Close the LCD panel.
(3) Eject the cassette,



Recording a picture

If you record pictures with the LCD panel closed, check the picture with the viewfindel
Adjust the viewfinder lens to your eyesight so that the indicators in the viewfinder
come into sharp focus.

Lift up the viewfinder and move the viewfinder lens adjust_nent lever.



Recording a picture

Move the power zoom lever a tittle for a slower zoom. Move it further for a faster zoom.
Using thezoom functionsparinglyresultsinbetter-lookingrecordings,
"T" side: for _elephoto (subject appears closer)

"W" side: for wide-angle (subject appears farther away) amamam

!
I
m

Zoom greater thaia 10x is performed digitally, if you set D ZOOM to ON in the MENU
settings. The digital zoom function is set to OFF at the factory. (p. 72)

The rightside ofthe barshows __._._.__.s "_

The digitalzooming zoneappears I
when you set D ZOOM to ON.

When you shoot dose to a subject
If you cannot get a sharp focus, move the power zoom lever to the "W" side until the
focus is sharp. You can shoot a subject that is at least about 2 feet 5/8 inch (about 80 cra)
away from the lens surface in the telephoto position, or about 1/2 inch (about I cm)
away in the wide-angle position.

Notes on digital zoom
• Digital zoom starts to function when zoom exceeds lOx.
• The picture quality deteriorates as you go toward the "T" side. Set D ZOOM to OFF in

the MENU settings. Otherwise the digital zoom activates without notice (p?72).

19



Recording a picture

_.: Recordingstartswhen you pressSTART/STOP, and stopswhen you pi_ssit

again (factorysetting).
ANTI GROUND SHOOTING .L:

Your camcorder reoordsonly whileyou pressSTART/STOP. Use thismode to
avoid recordingunnecessa_ scenes.

5SEC: When you pressuse thismode toSTART/STOP, your camcorder recordsfor5
seconds and thenstopsautomatically.

u l_--s_ 5SEC
_-----'_ TART/STOP

MODE
D

ANTIGROUND
SHOOTING

Notes

• You cannot use the fader function in the 5SEC or _ mode.
• The time code does not appear in the 5SEC mode.

To extend the recording time in the 5SEC mode

Five dots (00000) appear, and then disappear at a rate of one per second. To extend
the recording time, press START/STOP again before all the dots disappear. Recording
continues for about 5 seconds from the moment you press START/STOP.

2O

The indicators are not recorded on tape.

(-'- Cassette memory indicator

This appears when using a tape with cassette memory.

II _ Recording mode indicator

I [ _ --- STBY/REC indicatOr

_--_-i][]_E_] _ Time code/Tape counter

[ I
Remaining tape indicator

] This appears after you insert a cassette and record or play

back for a while.

Remaining battery time indicator

Time code

The time code indicates the recording or playback time, "0:00:00" (hours : minutes :
seconds) in CAMERA mode and "0:00:00:00" (hours : minutes : seconds : frames) in

VTR mode. You cannot rewrite only the time code.
Your camcorder uses the drop frame mode.

Remaining tape indicator

The indicator may not be displayed accurately depending on the tape.



Recording a picture

When you shoota subjectwith thelightsou_'ebehind thesub_'tor a sub_ctwith a

light background, use the backlight function.

Press BACK UGHT in the recording or standby mode.
The [] indicator appears in the viewfmder or on the LCD screen.

To cancel, press BACK LIGHT again+

m

!
D.

5'

I

m.

BACK UGHT

If you press EXPOSURE when shooting backlit subjects
The backlight function will be canceled.

The NightShot function enables you to shoot a subject in a dark place. For example, you
can satisfactorily record the environment of nocturnal animals for observation when
you use this function.

(1) While your camcorder is in the standby mode, slide NIGHTSHOT to ON.
(2) Press START/STOP to start recording.

and "NIGHTSHOT" indicators flash on the LCD screen or in the

viewfinder. To cancel the NightShot function, slide NIGHTSHOT to OFF.

0FFI

NightShot Light

21



Recording a picture
IIIIIII

Using +SLOW SHTR
The NightShot +Slow shutter mode makes subject_ more than four times brighter than
those recorded in the NightShot mode.

(1) Slide NIGHTSHOT to ON in the standby or recording mode. _ indicator
appears.

(2) Press +SLOW SHTR until the desired NIGHTSHOT indicator flashes.
The indicator changes as follows:

(NIGHTSHOT) --* _1 (NIGHTSHOT1) -_ _2 (NIGHTSHOT2) _
(NIGHTSHOT)

To cancel the NightShot +Slow shutter mode, slide NIGH'I_HOT to OFF.

Using the NightShot Light
The picture will be clearer with the NightShot Light on. To enable NightShot Light, se
N.S.LIGHT to ON in the MENU settings (p. 72).

Notes

• Do not use the NightShot function in bright piaces (ex. outdoors in the daytime). 111
may cause your carncorder to malfunction.

• When you keep NIGHTSHOT set to ON in normal recording, the picture may be
recorded in incorrect or unnatural colors.

• If focusing is difficult with the autofocus mode when using the NightShot function,
focus manually.

While using the NightShot function, you cannot use the following functions:
-- ExposuIe

- PROGRAM AE
- White balance
- Fader*

- Di_ effect*

* You cannot use these functions only in the NightShot +Slow shutter mode.

Shutter speed in the NightShot +Slow shutter mode

Indicator Shutter speed

_]1 (NIGHTSHOT1) 1/15

_2 (NIGHTSHOT2) 1/4

The +SLOW SHTR button does not work:
- while the fader function is set or in use

-while the digital effect function is in use
-when NIGHTSHOT is set to OFF

- in the MEMORY mode (DCR-TRV10 only)

NightShot Ught

NightShot Light rays are infrared and so are invisible. The maximum shooting dista
using the NightShot Light is about 10 feet (3 m). The shooting distance will be twice
more in the NightShot +Slow shutter mode.
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Recording a picture

 Emm/

You can make arecording with the self-timer. This mode is useful when you want to
record yourself.
(1) Press SELFrIMER in the standby mode. The _ (self-timer) indicator appears

on the LCD screen or in the viewfinder.
(2) Press START/STOP.

Self-timer starts counting down from 10 with a beep sound. In the last two

seconds of the countdown, the beep _und gets faster, then recording starts
automatically.

SELFTIMER

|

£

I

©

To stop the self-timer during recording
Press START/STOP.
Use the Remote Commander for convenience.

To record still pictures using the self-timer
Press PHOTO in step 2.

To cancel self-timer recording
Press SELFTIMER so that the _,_ indicator disappears from the LCD or viewfmder
screen while your camcorder is in the standby mode.

Note

The self-timer recording mode is automatically cancelled when
- Self-timer recording is finished.
- The POWER switch is set to OFF or VTR.



Checking the recording
- END SEARCH I EDITSEARCH I Rec Review

You can use these buttons to check the recorded picture or shoot so that the transition
between the last recorded scene and the next scene you record is smooth.

You can go to the end of the recorded section after you record.

Press END SEARCH in the standby mode.
The last 5 seconds of the recorded section are played back and playback stops. You can
monitor the sound from the speaker or headphones.

You can search for the next recording start point.

HoM down the +/- side of EDITSEARCH in the standby mode. The recorded section is
played back.

+ : to go forward
- : to go backward

Release EDITSEARCH to stop playback. If you press START/STOP, re-recording begins
from the point you released EDITSEARCH. You cannot monitor the sound.

You can check the last _corded section.

Press the - side of EDITSEARCH momentarily in the standby mode.

The last few seconds of the recorded section are played back. You can monitor the
sound from the speaker or headphones.

End search function

When you use a tape without cassette memory, the end search function does not work
once you eject the cassette after you have recorded on the tape. If you use a tape with
cassette memory, the end search function works even once you eject the cassette.
If there is a blank portion in the xecorded portion, the end search function may not
work correctly. (p. 109)



Playback - Basics --

'laying back a tape

You can monitor the playback picture on the LCD screen. If you close the LCD panel,
you can monitor the playback picture in the viewfinder. You can control playback using
the Remote Commander supplied with your camcorder.
(1) Install the power source and insert the recorded tape.
(2) Set the POWER switch to VTR while pressing the small green button. The

video control buttons light up.
(3) Slide OPEN. Then, open the LCD panel.
(4) Press "4"4to rewind the tape.
(5) Press I_ to start playback.
(6) To adjust the volume, press either of the two buttons on VOLUME. The

speaker on your camcorder is silent when the LCD pane! is closed.

REW_

3 1

5

6

=

J

PLAY

-- VOLUME ÷

To stop playback
Press I.

When monitoring on the LCD screen
You can turn the LCD panel over and move it back to the camcorder body with the
LCD screen facing out.

mmmm
"O

Cr

I
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Playing back a tape

Press DISPLAY on your camcorder or the Remote Commander supplied with your
camcorder.
The indicators appear on the LCD screen.
To make the indicators disappear, press DISPLAYagain.

DISPLAY

Using the data code function

Your camcorder automatically records not only images on the tape but also the
recording data (date/time or various settings when recorded) (Data code).
You can only operate with the Remote Commander.

Press DATA CODE on the Remote Commander in the playback mode.

The display changes as follows:
date/time --* various settings (SteadyShot, white balance, gain, shutter speed, aperture
value) _ no indicator

I
Not to displayvarious settings
SetDATA CODE to DATE in theMENU settings (p. 72).
The display changes as follows:
date/time _ no indicator

Note

The pictures taken on the Memory Stick are not recorded with various settings.

Recording data

Recording data is your camcorder's information when you have recorded. In the

recording mode, the recording data will not be displayed.

When you use data code function, bars (- - -) appear if:
• A blank section of the tape is being played back.
• The tape is unreadable due to tape damage or noise.
• The tape was recorded by a camcorder without the date and time set.

Data code

The data code is displayed on the TV screen if you connect your camcorder to the TV
(p. 28).



'laying back a tape

B mPJ_ _Jm

To operate control buttons, set the POWER switch to VTR.

To view a still picture (playback pause)
Press II during playback. To resume playback,press II or I_.

To advance the tape
Press I_ in the stop mode. To resume normal playback, press _'.

To rewind the tape
Press 491 in the stop mode. To resume normalplayback, press I_.

To change the playback direction
Press _ on the Remote Commander during playback to reverse the playback direction.
Toresumenormal playback, press P.._.

To locate a scene monitoring the picture (picture search)
Keep pressing _ or J)4_ during playback. To resume normal playback, release the
button.

To monitor the high-speed picture while advancing or
rewinding the tape (skip scan)

Keep pressing q_l while rewinding or _ while advancing the tape. To resume
rewinding or advancing, release the button.

To view the picture at slow speed (slow playback)
Press I_ on the Remote Commander during playback. For slow playback in the reverse
direction, press _, then press I,_ on the Remote Commander. To resume normal

playback, press I_.

To view the picture at double speed
Press ×2 on the Remote Commander during playback. For double speed playback in the
reverse direction, press <:, then press x2 on the Remote Commander. To resume
normal playback, press I_.

To view the picture frame-by-frame
Press II1_ on the Remote Commander in the playback pause mode. For frame,y-frame
playback in the reverse direction, press qlll. To resume normal playback, press I1_.

To search the last scene recorded (END SEARCH)

Press END SEARCH in the stop mode. The last
5 seconds of the recorded section plays back and stops.

End Search

When you use a tape without cassette memory, the end search function does not work
once you eject the cassette after you have recorded on the tape.
When you use a tape with cassette memory, the end search function works even once
you eject the cassette.

In the various playback modes
Sound is muted.

When the playback pause mode lasts for 5 minutes

Your camcorder automatically enters the stop mode. To resume playback, press I_.

Slow playback

The slow playback can be performed smoothly on your camcorder; however, this
function does not work for an output signal from the _ DV IN/OUT jack.

When you play back a tape in reverse
Horizontal noise appears at the center or top and bottom of the screen. This is not a
malftmction.

m
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"new, g the recording on TV
I IIIIIIIII

Connect your camcorder to your TV or VCR with the A/V connecting cable supplied
with your camcorder to watch the playback picture on the TV screen. You can operate
the playback control buttons in the same way as when you monitor playback pictures

on the LCD screen. When monitoring the playback picture on the TV screen, we
recommend that you power your camcorder from a wall outlet using the AC power
adaptor (,p. 13). Refer to the operating instructions of your TV or VCR.

Open the jack cover. Connect your camcorder to the "IV using the A/V connecting
cable. Then, set the TV/VCR selector on the TV to VCR.

:Signal flow

AUDIONIDEO

IN

(_ S VIDEO

0 VIDEO

Connect your camcorder to the LINE IN input on the VCR by using the A/V connecting
cable supplied with your camcorder+ Set the input selector on the VCR to LINE.

Connect the yellow plug of the A/V connecting cable to the video input jack and the

white or the red plug to the audio input jack on the VCR or the TV. If you connect the
white plug, the sound is L (left) signal. If you connect the red plug, the sound is R
(right) signal.

If your'IV or VCRhas Jin S video jack
Connect using an S video cable (not supplied) to obtain high-quality pictures. With this
connection, you do not need to connect the yellow (video) plug of the A/V connecting
cable.
Connect the S video cable (not supplied) to the S video jacks on both your camcorder
and the TV or the VCR.
Refer to the operating instructions of your TV.
This connection produces higher quality DV format pictures.



Viewing the recording on TV

a

imlRlmJmmu lmm

Once you conned the AV cordless IR receiver (not supplied) to your "IV or VCR, you
can easily view the picture on your TV. For details, refer to the operating instructions of
theav cordlessIRreceiver.

LASER

LASER UNK ll

Ca

¢r

I

(1) After connecting your TV and AV cordless IR receiver, set the POWER switch
on the AV cordless IR receiver to ON.

(2) Turn the TV on and set the TV/VCR selector on the TV to VCR.
(3) Press LASER LINK. The lamp of LASER LINK lights up.
(4) Press _ on your camcorder to start playback.
(5) Point the LASER LINK emitter at the AV cordless IR receiver. Adjust the

position of your camcorder and the AV cordless IR receiver to obtain clear
playback pictures.

To cancel the laser link function

Press LASERLINK. The lamp on the LASERLINK button goes out.

If you turn the power off
Laser llnk turns off automaticall'y_

If you use a Sony TV
• You can turn on the TV automatically when you press LASER LINK or In_-. To do so,

set AUTO TV ON to ON in the MENU settings and turn the TV's main switch on, then
do either of the following:
-Point the LASER LINK emitter at the TV's remote sensor and press LASER LINK.
- Turn on LASER LINK and press _.

• You can switch the video input of the TV automatically to the one which the AV
cordless IR receiver is connected. To do so, set AUTO TV ON to ON and TV _ to
the same video input (1, 2, 3) in the MENU settings. With some models, however, the
pichJxe and sound may be disconnected momentarily when the video input is
switched.

• The above feature may not work on some'IV models.

Note

When laser link is activated (the LASER LINK button is lit), your camcorder consumes
power. Press LASER LINK to turn off the laser llnk function when it is not needed.

1



Advanced Recording Operations --

Photo recording

You can record a still picture like a photograph. This mode is useful when you want to
record a picture such as a photograph or when you print a picture using a video printer
(not supplied).
You can record about 510 pictures in the SP mode and about 765 pictures in the LP
mode on a 60-minute tape.
Besides the operatio_ndescribed here, your camcorder can record still pictures on
Memory Sticks (p. 85) (DCR-TRV10only).
(1) Set the POWER switch to CAMERA.
(2) In the standby mode, keep pressing PHOTO lightly until a still picture

appears. The CAPTURE indicator appears. Recording does not start yet.
To change the still picture, release PHOTO, select a still picture again, and then
press and hold PHOTO lightly.

(3) Press PHOTO deeper.
The s_l picture in theviewfinder or on the LCD screen is recorded for about
seven seconds. The sound during those seven seconds is also recorded.
During recording, the still image you are shooting appears in the viewf'mder or .
on the LCD screen.

2

3

aC_TU_

Notes

* During photo recording, you c_ot change the mode or setting.
• During photo recording, you cannot turn your camcorder off or press the PHOTO

button.

• When recording a still picture, do not shake your camcorder. The picture may
fluctuate.

The photo recording function does not work:
- while the fader function is set or in use

- while the digital effect function is set or in use
• When (= flashes, the appropriate brightness may not be obtained.
• When you start photo recording, from normal CAMERA recording, the video flash

light (not supplied) does not work ( $ does not appear).

If you record a moving subject with photo recording function
When you play back the still picture on other equipment, the picture may fluctuate.

3O



Photo recording

To use the photo recording function using the Remote Commander
Press PHOTO on the Remote Commander. Your camcorder records a picture on the
LCD screen or m the viewfmder immediately.

To use the photo recording function during normal CAMERA recording
Press PHOTO deeper. The still picture is then x_orded for about seven seconds and
your camcorder returns to the standby mode. You cannot select another sHIIpicture.

m

You can print a still picture by using the video printer (not supplied). Connect the video
printer using the A/V connecting cable supplied with your cameorder. <s,
Connect it to the AUDIO/VIDEO jack and connect the yellow plug of the cable to the
video input of the video printer. Refer to the operating instructions of the video printer _-

I

VIDEO

AUDIONIDEO

as well.

Video printer

I
LINE IN

VIDEO $ VIDEO

.a
i¢1

o

o

: Signal flow

If the video printer is equipped with S video input
Use the S video connecting_cable (not supplied). Connect it to the S VIDEOjack and the
S video input of the video printer.
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Using the wide mode

You can record a 16:9 wide picture to watch on the 16"9wide-screan TV (16:9WIDE).
Black bands appear on the screen during recording in 16:gWIDE mode [al. The picture
during playing back on a normal TV [b] or a wide -screen TV [c] are compressed in the
widthwise direction. If you set the screen mode of the wide-screen TV to the full mode,
you can watch pictures of normal images [d].

[al

In the standby mode, set 16:9W/DE to ON in the MENU settings (p. 72).

MENU

To cancel the wide mode
Set 16:9WIDE toOFF in the MENU settings.

In the wide mode
You cannot select the old movie function with DIGITAL EFFECT and the bounce
function with FADER.

During recording
You cannot select or cancel the wide mode. When you cancel the wide mode, set your
camcorder to the standby mode and then set 16:gWIDE to OFF.

Connection for a TV
Picturesrecorded in the16:9WIDEmodeautomaticallyappearon the TVscreenat full
size when you connect your camcorder to a TVthatiscompatible with the videoID
(ID-I_/ID-2)system.

ID-2 system
The ID-2 system sends a copyright protection signal with ID-1 signals inserted between
video signals when you connect your camcorder to other equipment by an A/V
connectine cable.



Jsing the fader function

You can fade in or out to give your recording a professional appearance.

[a)

FADER

.u
_,,1I • u,a_

M.FADER
(mosaic)

BOUNCE *

(Fade in only)

OVERLAP

(Fade in only)

i

2.

"dl ,b..r

o
a.
h.

o

O

(b)

MONOTONE

When fading in, the picture gradually changes from black-and-white to color.
When fading out the picture gradually changes from color to black-and-white.

* You cannot use this f_nction when D ZOOM is set to ON in the MENU settings.

il_.
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Using the fader function
I

(1) When fading in [a]

In the standby mode, press FADER until the desired fader indicator flashes.
When fading out [b]
In the recording mode, press FADER until the desired fader indicator flashes.

The indicator changes as follows:
FADER ---* M.FADER --* BOUNCE ---* MONOTONE ---* OVERLAP --_

no indicator

The last selected fader mode is indicated first of all.

(2) Press START/STOP. The fader indicator stops flashing.

To cancel the fader function

After the fade in/out is carried out : Your camcorder automatically returns to the
normal mode.

Before the fade in/out is carried out : Before pressing START/STOP, press FADER until
the indicator disappears.



Using the fader function

Note

You cannot use the following functions while using the fader [unction. Also, you cannot
use the fader function while using the following functions.
- Digital effect
- Low lux mode of PROGRAM AE (Overlap function only)
- NightShot +Slow shutter
- Photo recording

When the OVERLAP indicator appears

Your eamcorder automatically stores the image recorded on a tape. As the image is
being stored, the OVERLAP indicator flashes fast, and the playback picture ts
displayed. At this stage, the picture may not be recorded clearly, depending on the tape
condition.

When START/STOP MODE is set to _ or 5SEC
You cannot use the fader function.

While using the bounce function, you cannot use the following functions:

- Exposure

- Focus

- Zoom

- Picture effect

Note on the bounce function

The BOUNCE indicator does not appear in the following mode or functions:

- D ZOOM is set to ON in the MENU settings
- Wide mode
- Picture effect
- PROGRAM AE

II
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Using special effects - Picture effect

You can digitally process images to obtain special effects like those in films or on the
TV.

NEG. ART [a] : The color and brightness of the picture is reversed.
SEPIA : The picture is sepia.
B&W : The picture is monochrome (black-and-white).
SOLARIZE [b] : The light intensity is clearer, and the picture looks like an illustration.
SUM [c] : The picture expands vertically.
STRETCH [d] : The picture expands horizontally.

PASTEL [e] : The contrast of the picture is emphasized, and the picture looks like an
animated cartoon.

MOSAIC [fl : The picture is mosaic.

[a] [b] [c] [d] [el Ill

Select the desired picture effect mode in the MENU settings (p. 72).

MENU

To turn the picture effect function off
Set P EFFECTto O_F in the MENU settings.

During playback, you can process a scene using the picture
effect function
The available picture effects are NEG. ART, SOLARIZE, SEPIA and B&W.
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lsing special effects - Picture effect

While using the picture effect function
You cannot select the old movie mode with DIGITAL EFFECT.

When you tum the power off

Your camcorder automatically returns to the normal mode,

If you select the picture effect mode in the recording mode
Pictures processed by the picture effect function will be recorded.

When the POWER switch is set to VTR

The SLIM, STRETCH, PASTEL and MOSAIC indicators do not appear in the MENU
settings.

m
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Using special effects - Digital effect

You can add special effects to recorded pictures using the various digital functions. The
sound is recorded normally.

STILL
You can record a still picture so that it is superimposed orta moving picture.

FLASH(FLASHMOTION)
You can record still pictures successively at constant intervals.

LUMI. (LUMINANCEKEY)
You can swap a brighter area in a still picture with a moving picture.

TRAIL

You can record the picture so that an incidental image like a trail is left.

SLOW SHTR (SLOW SHUTTER)

You can slow down the shutter speed. The slow shutter mode is good for recording
dark pictures more brightly. However, the picture may be less clear.

OLD MOVIE

You can add an old movie type atmosphere to pictures. Your camcorder automatically
sets the wide mode to ON, picture effect to SEPIA, and the appropriate shutter speed.

Still picture Moving picture

STILL

Still picture Moving picture

LUMI. _=_



ing special effects - Digital effect

(1) While your camcorder is in the standby or recording mode, press DIGITAL
EFFECt. The digital effect indicator appears.

(2) Turn the SEL/PUSH EXECdial to select the desired digital effect mode.
The indicator changes as follows:
STILL _ FLASH _ LUMI. _ TRAIL _ SLOW SHTR _ OLD MOVIE

(3) Press the SEL/PUSH EXEC dial. The indicator lights up and the bars appear.
In the STILL and LUMI, modes, the still picture is stored in memory.

(4) Turn the SEL/PUSH EXEC dial to adjust the eff_'t.

m
Items to adjust

STILL The rate of the still picture you want to superimpose on the moving

picture
FLASH The interval of flash motion a,

:a
LUML The color scheme of the area in the still picture which is to be swapped

with a moving picture 53:.
TRAIL The vanishing time of the incidental image

O
SLOW SHTR Shutter speed. The larger the shutter speed number, the slower the "_

shutter speed. 3.

OLD MOVIE No adjustment necessary o

The more bars there are on screen, the stronger the digital effect. The bars appear in the

following modes: STILL, FLASH, LUMI. and TRAIL.

1
DIGITALEFFECT

\llll#_

/lll|_

To _ncel the digital effect
Press DIGITAL EFFECT. The digital effect indicator disappears.
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Using special effects - Digital effect
II

Notes
• The following functions do not work during digital effect:.

- Fader
- Low lux mode of PROGRAM AE

- Photo _o_

- NightShot +Slow shutter
*The followingfunctiondoes not work in theslowshuttermode:
- PROGRAM AE

•The followingfunctionsdo not work intheold movie mode:
- Wide mode
- Pictureeffect

- PROGRAM AE

When you turn the power off
The digital effect will be automaticall_ canceled.

When recording in the slow shutter mode
Auto focus may not be effective. Focus manually using a tripod.

Shutter speed

Shutter speed number Shutter speed
SLOW SHTR 1 1/30

SLOW SHTR 2 1/15

SLOW SHTR 3 1/8

SLOW SHTR 4 1/4

4O



 ,djusting the white balance manually

You can manuaUy adjust and set the white balance. This adjustment makes white
subjects look white and allows motx natural color balance. Normally white balance is
automatically adjusted.

In the standby or recording mode, select the desired white balance mode in the MENU

The selected white balance indicator appears.

AUTO (Automatic white balance mode) : no indication
HOLD (Hold mode) : HOLD
OUTDOOR (Outdoor mode) : _
_R (Indoor mode) :_:

MENU

®

8

5"

O

O

To return to the automatic white balance mode
SetWI-IT BALto AUTO in theMENU settings.

Cases that you can obtain better results by adjusting the white balance manually

Examples of picture-taking White balance
conditions indicator

• If the lighting conditions, like those at a party, are changing.
• If the picture is being taken in a studio lit by TV lighting.
• If the subject is being lit by sodimo- or mercury-vapor lamps.

• At night-time with neon or fireworks in the p.icture
• At sunrise or sunset _i_
• Under daytime-fluorescent light

• If the subject or background is all the same color. HOLD

If the picture is being taken in a studio lit by TV lighting
We recommend you to record in the indoor mode.

When you record under fluorescent lighting
Use the automatic white balance or hold mode.
Your camcord_r may not adjust the white balance correctly in the indoor mode.

To record when lighting conditions change
• When you move from indoors to outdoors, or vice versa, or detach the battery for

replacement while recording in the automatic white balance mode, point your
camcorder at a white subject for about 10 seconds &fter setting the POWER switch to
CAMERA.

• When you move from indoors to outdoors, or vice versa, or change the PROGRAM
AE mode while recording m the hold mode, set the white balance to AUTO and reset
to HOLD after few seconds.
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Using the PROGRAM AE function

You can select PROGRAM AE (Auto Exposure) mode to suit your specific shooting
requirements.

• Spotlight mode
This mode prevents people's faces, for example, from appearing excessively white
when shooting subjects lit by strong light at weddings or in the theater.

Soft portrait mode
This mode brings out the subject while creating a soft background for subjects such as
people or flowers, and faithfully reproduces skin color.

Sports lesson mode
This mode minimizes shake on fast-moving subjects such as in tennis or golf.

Beach & ski mode ;

This mode prevents people's faces from appearing dark in strong light or reflected light,
such as at a beach in midsummer or on a ski slope.

Sunset& moon mode
This mode allows you to maintain atmosphere when you are recording sunsets, general
night views, fireworks displays and neon signs.

[_ Landscapemode
This mode is for when you are recording distant subjects such as mountains and
prevents your camcorder from focusing on glass or metal mesh in windows when you
are recording a subject behind glass or a screen.

Low lux mode
This mode makes subjects brighter in insufficient light.
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ing the PROGRAM AE function

(1) Press PROGRAM AE in the standby mode. The PROGRAM AE indicator
appears.

(2) Turn the SEL/PUSH EXEC dial to select the desired PROGRAM AE mode.

The indicator changes as follows:

I-

1

@

2

To turn the PROGRAM AE function off
Press PROGRAM AE.

Notes

• In the spotlight, sports lesson and beach & ski modes, you cannot take close-ups. This
is because your camcorder is set to focus only on subjects in the middle to far distance.

• In the sunset & moon and landscape modes, your camcorder is set to focus only on
distant subjects.

• The following functions do not work in the PROGRAM AE mode:
- Slow shutter
- Old movie
- Bounce

• The following functions do not work in the low lux mode:
- Digital effect
- Overlap

• If you press PROGRAM AE when using the NightShot function, the PROGRAM AF
indicator flashes and the PROGRAM AE function does not work.

While WHT BALis set to AUTO in the MENU settings
The white balance is adjusted even if the PROGRAM AE function is selected.

Even if the PROGRAM AE function is selected

You can adjust the exposure.

If you are recording under a discharge tube such as a fluorescent lamp, sodium
lamp or mercury lamp
Flickering or changes in color may occur in the following modes. If this happens, turn
the PROGRAM AE function off.

- Soft portrait mode
- Sports lesson mode

m
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Adjusting the exposure manually

You can manually adjust and set the exposure. Adjust the exposure manually in the
following cases:
• The subject is bacldit
• Bright subject and dark background
• To record dark pictures (e,g. night scenes) faithfully

(1) Press EXPOSURE in the standby or recording mode,
The exposure indicator appears.

(2) Turn the SEL/PUSH EXEC dial to adjust the brightness.

1

2

To return to the automatic exposure mode
Press EXPOSURE again.

Note

When you adjust the exposure manually, the backlight function does not work.

If you change the PROGRAM AE mode or slide NIGHTSHOT to ON
Your camcorder automatically returns to the automatic exposure mode.
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Focusing manually

You can gain better results by manually adjusting the focus in the foltowing cases:
• The autofocus mode is not effective when shooting

- subjects through glass coated with water droplets
- horizontal stripes
- subjects with little contrast with backgrounds such as walls and sky

• When you want to change the focus from a subject in the foreground to a subject in the

background
Jr'Shooting a stationary subject when using a tripod

(1) Set FOCUS to MANUAL in the standby or recording mode. The _ indicator
appears.

(2) Turn the focus ring to sharpen f_us.

1
FOCUS

To return to the autofocus mode
Set FOCUSto AUTO.

To record distant subjects
When you press FOCUS down to INFINITY. The lens focuses on and _l indicator
appears. When you release FOCUS, your camcorder returns to the manual focus mode.
Use this mode when your camcor_ler focuses on near objects even though you are
trying to shoot a distant object.

Not to make subjects out of focus when using zoom function
Focus after forcusing at the "T" (telephoto) position.
It will be harder to focus on when using digital zoom function.

Shooting in relatively dark places or shooting fast-moving subjects in relatively
bright places
Shoot at the "W" (wide-angle) position after focusing at the "T" (telephoto) position.

When you shoot dose to the subject
Focus at the end of the "W" (wide-angle) position,

The following indicators may appear
when recording a distant subject.
when the subject is too close to focus on.
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Advanced Playback Operations

Playing back a tape with picture effects

During playback, you can process a scene using the picture effect functions: NEG.ART,
SOLARIZE, SEPIA and B&W.

During playback, select the desired picture effect mode in the MENU settings (p, 72).
For details o[ each picture effect function, see page 36,

MENU

To cancel the picture effect function
Set P EFFECTto OFF in the MENU settings.

Notes

• You cannot process externaLly input scenes using the picture effect function.
*To record pictures that you have processed using the picture effect function, record

the pictures on the VCR using your camcorder as a player.

Pictures processed by the picture effect function

Pictures processed by the picture effect function are not output through the g DV IN/
OUT jack.

When you set the POWER switch to OFF or stop playing back
The picture effect function is automatically c_nceled.



Playing back a tape with digital effects

During playback, you can process a scene using the digital effect functions: STILL,
FLASI-LLUML_aKiTRAIL
(1) During playback, press DIGITAL EFFECT and turn the SEL/PUSH EXEC dial

until the desired digital effect indicator (STILL, FLASH, LUMI. or TRAIL)
flashes.

(2) Press the SEL/PUSH EXECdial.

The digital effect indicator lights up and the bars appear. In the STILL or
LUMI. mode, the picture where you press the SEL/PUSH EXEC dial is stored
in memory as a s'd21picture.

(3) Turn the SEL/PUSH EXEC dial to adjust th_'_effect.
For details of each digital effect function, see page 38.

DIGITALEFFECT

m

o.

o
_D

0
=.

To cancel the digital effect function
PressDIGITAL EFFECT.

Notes

• You cannot process externaUy input scenes using the digital effect function.
• To record pictures that you have processed using the digital effect, record the pictures

on the VCR using your camcorfler as a player.

Pictures processed by the digital effect function
Pictures processed by the digital_ffect function are not output through the [ DV IN/
OUT jack.

When you set the POWER switch to OFF or stop playing back

The digital effect function is automatically canceled.

4



Quickly locating a scene using the zero
set memory function

Your camcorder goes forward or backward to automatically stop at a desired scene
having a tape counter value of "0:00:00". You can do this with the Remote Commander.
Use this function, forexample, to view a desired scene later on during playback.
(1) In the playback mode, press DISPLAY.
(2) Press ZERO SET MEMORY at the poInt you want to locate later. The tape

counter shows "0:00:00" and the ZERO SET MEMORY indicator flashes.

(3) Press • when you want to stop playback.
(4) Press _ to rewind the tape to the tape counter's zero point. The tape stops

automatically when the tape counter reaches approximately zero. The ZERO
SET MEMORY indicator disappears and the _me code appears.

(5) Press D=,-.Playback starts.

ZERO SET MEMORY

DISPLAY

ID-

Notes

• When you press ZERO SET MEMORY before rewinding the tape, the zero set memor_
function will be canceled.

• There may be a discrepancy of several seconds from the time code.
= The zero set memory function may not work when there is a blank portion between

pictures on a tape.

ZERO SET MEMORY functions also in the recording standby mode

When you insert a scene in the middle of a recorded tape, press ZERO SET MEMORY al
the point you want to end the insertion. Rewind the tape to the insert start point, and
start recording. Recording stops automatically at the tape counter zero point. Your
camcorder returns to the standby mode.



. arching a recording by date
Date search

You can automatically search for the l_int where the recording date dxartb_s and start
playback from that point (Date search). Use a tape with cassette memory for
cot_v_tience, You can do this with the Remote Commander.
Use this function to check where recording dates change or to edit the tape at each
recording date.

• You can use this function only when playing back a tapewith cassette memory (p. 109).

(1) Set the POWER switchto VTR.

(2) Set CM SEARCH in !_ to ON in the MENU settings (p. 72). Factory'setting is ml
ON.

(3) Press SEARCH MODE repeatedly, until the date search indicator appears.

The indicator changes as follows: '_&
TITLE SEARCH -4 DATE SEARCH --* PHOTO SEARCH _ PHOTO SCAN -.
--_ no indicator '<

(4) Press _ or _ to select the date for playback.

Your camcorder automatically starts playback at the beginning of the selected o-o

date.
o

To stop searching
PressIs.
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Searching a recording by date
IIIIIIIIIIIIII

(1) Setthe POWER switch to VTR.
(2) SetCM SEARCH in IB to OFF in the MENU settings(p. 72).
(3) Press SEARCH MODE repeatedly, until the date search indicator appea_

The indicator changes as follows:
DATE SEARCH --_ PHOTO SEARCH ---*PHOTO SCAN _ no indicator

(4) Press _ to search for the previous date or press _ to"search for the r
date. Your camcorder automatically starts playback at the point where tit
changes. Each time you press I,<<1or IIHH,your camcorder searches for
previous or next date.

To stop searching
PressII.

Notes

• If one da3ds recording is less than two minutes, your camcorder may not accurat
find the point where the recording date changes.

• The cursor in the _ mark indicates the present point on the tape.

If a tape has a blank portion between recorded portions
The date search function may not work correctly,

Cassette memory
The tape cassette memory can hold six recording date data.
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Searching the boundaries of recorded tape by
title - Title search

If you use a tape with cassette memory, you can search for the boundaries of
recorded tape by title (Title search). Use the Remote Commander for this
operation.

(1) Set the POWER switch to VTR.

(2) Set CM SEARCH in lm to ON in the MENU settings (p. 72). Factory setting is
ON.

(3) Press SEARCH MODE repeatedly, until the title search indicator appears.
(4) Press _ or _ to select the title for playb_k.

Your camcorder automatically starts playback of the scene having the title that
you selected.

3
SEARCH

MODE

m

<
m

.a

O"

o

o

To stop searching
PressII.

If you use a tape without cassette memory
You cannot superimpose or search a title."

To superimpose a title
See page 65.

If a tape has a blank portion between recorded portions
The title search function may not work correctly-.
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Searching for a photo - Photo search/
Photo scan

You can searchfora stillpictureyou haverecordedon a miniDV tape(photo searth).

You can alsosearchforstillpicturesone afteranotherand displayeach pictureforfive
secondsautomaticallyregardlessofcassettememory (photo scan).Use theRemote

Commander for these operations.
Use this function to check or edit still pictures.

You can use thisfunctiononlywhen playingback a tapewithcassettememory (p.109).

(1) Set the POWER switch to VTR.

(2)Set CM SEARCH in r_ toON inthe MENU settings(p.72).Factory settingis
ON.

(3) PressSEARCH MODE repeatedly,untilthe photo searchindicatorappears.

The indicatorchanges as follows:
TITLE SEARCH ---+D_TE SEARCH -+ PHOTO SEARCH ---*PHOTO SCAN

no indicator

(4) Press _ or _ to select the date for playback. Your camcorder

automatically starts playback of the photo having the date that you selected.

3

To stop searching
Press II.

Ifa tape has a blank portionbetween recorded portions

The photo searchfunctionmay notwork correctly.
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Searching for a photo - Photo search/Photo scan

(1) Set the POWER switch to VTR.
(2) Set CM SEARCH in a to OFF in the MENU settings (p. 72).
(3) Press SEARCH MODE repeatedly, until the photo search indicator appears.
(4) Press _ or _ to select the photo for playback. Each time you press _ or

I_l_l, your camcorder searches for the previous or next photo.
Your camcorder automatically starts playback of the photo.

To stop searching
PressII.

(1) Set the POWER switch to VTR.
(2) Press SEARCH MODE repeatedly, until the photo scan indicator appears.
(3) Press _ or IbtM.

Each photo is played back for about 5 seconds automatically.

2
SEARCH

MODE

m

R

17

o
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=,?,

To stop scanning
PressII.
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-- Editing --

Dubbing a tape

Using the AN connecting cable
Connect your camcorder to the VCR using the A/V connecting cable supplied with
your camcorder.
Set the input selector on the VCR to LINE, if available,

(1) Insert a blank tape (or a tape you want to _°cord over) into the VCR, and insert
the recorded tape into your camcorder.

(2) Set the POWER switch to VTR.
(3) Play back the recorded tape on your camcorder.
(4) Start recording on the VCR.

,_a,.. :Signal flow

AUDIO/VIDEO

IVCR

When you have finished dubbing a tape
Press • on both your camcorder and the VCR.

If you have displayed the screen indicators on the TV

Make the indicators disappear by pressing SEARCH MODE or DATA CODE on the
Remote Commander or DISPLAY so that they will not be superimposed on the edited
tape.

You can edit on VCRs that support the following systems
_18 ram, Hi_a Hi8, D Digital8, _ VHS, S_;t S-VHS, M_T_ VHSC, SMI_;B S-VHSC,
m Betamax, I_ ED Betamax, "ilk" mini DV or 1]kT DV

If your VCRis a monaural type
Connect the yellow plug of the A/V connecting cable to the video input jack and the
Wl_iteor the red p'lug to the audio input jack on the VCR or the TV. When the white
plug is connected, the left channel audio is output, and the red plug is connected, the
right channel audio is output.

Connect using an S video cable (not supplied) to obtain high-quality pictures

With this connection, you do not need to connect the yellow (video) plug of the A/V
connecting cable.
Connect an S video cable (not supplied) to the S video jacks of both your camcorder and
the VCR.

This connection produces higher quality DV format pictures.
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Dubbing a tape

Using the i.LINK cable (DV connecting cable)
Simply connect the VMC-IL4435/2DV/4D.V i.[JNK cable (DV connecting cable) (not
supplied) to [ DV IN/OUT and to DV [N/OUT of the DV products. With digital-to-
digital connecl_on, video and audio signals are transmitted in digital form for high-
quality editing. You cannot dub the litles, display indicators or the contents of cassette
meIllory.

(1) Insert a blank tape (or a tape you want to record over) into the VCR, and insert

the recorded tape into your camcorder.-_-
(2) Set the POWER switch to VTR.

(3) Play back the recorded tape on your camcorder.
(4) Start recording on the VCR.

: Signal flow

_,DV [N/OUT

(not supplied)

DV IN/OUT

.mill

When you have finished dubbing a tape
Press • (STOP) on both your camcorder and the VCtL

You can connect one VCR only using the i.UNK cable (DV connecting cable).

During digital editting
You cannot use DIGITAL EFFECT button functions.

You can also use your camcorder as a recorder

You can use your camcorder as a player or recorder without changing the connection.
When you use your camcorder as a recorder, the DV IN indicator appears in the

viewflnder or on the LCD screen. The DV IN indicator may appear on both equipment.

If you record playback pause picture with the _ DV IN/OUT jack

The recorded picture becomes rough. And when you play back the picture using the
other video equipment, the picture may jitter.

To perform a more precise editing (DCR-TRVIO only)
Use DV synchro-editing function (p. 56).
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Dubbing a tape

Using the i.LINK cable (DV connecting cable)
Simply connect the VMC-IL4435/2DV/4DV i.LINK cable (DV connecting cable) (not
supplied) to _ DV IN/OUT and to DV IN/OUT of the DV products. With digltal-to-
digital connection, video and audio signals are transmitted in digital form forhigh-
quality editing. You cannot dub the titles, display indicators or the contents of cassette
memory.
(1) Insert a blank tape (or a tape you want to record over) into the VCR, and insert

the recorded tape into your camcorder.

(2) Set the POWER switch to VTIL _,_

(3) Play back the recorded tape on your camcorder.
(4) Start recording on the VCR.

Ill

igl

:Signal flow

L DV IN/OUT

(not supplied)

T DV IN/OUT

When you have finished dubbing a tape
Press • (STOP) on both your camcorder and the VCR.

You can connect one VCR only using the i.UNK cable (DV connecting cable).

During digital editting
You cannot use DIGITAL EFFECTbutton ftmctions.

You can also use your camcorder as a recorder
You cart use your camcorder as a player or recorder without changing the connection.

When you use yottr camcorder as a recorder, the DV IN indicator appears in the
viewfinder or on the LCD screen. The DV IN indicator may appear on both equipment.

If you record playback pause picture with the L DV IN/OUT jack
The recorded picture becomes rough. And when you play back the picture using the
other video-equipment, the picture may jitter.

To perform a more precise editing (DCR-TRV10 only)
Use DV synchro-editing function (p. 56).



- DV synchro-editing (DCR-TRV10 only)

By simply selecting the scenes to edit, you can duplicate the desired portion on a tape,
using other equipment connected with an i.LllqK cable (DV connecting cable). The
scenes can be selected by frame. Since your camcorder exchanges digital signals, you
can edit with little audio and video deterioration.
You cannot duplicate titles, display indicators, or the contents of cassette memory.
The connection is the same as on page 55.
(1) Insert a recorded tape into your camcorder and insert a blank tape (or a tape

you want to record over) into the DV product.
(2) Set the POWER switch of your camcorder to VTR.
(3) Set the input selector to DV input on the DV product. If the DV product is

another DV camcorder, set its POWER switch to VTR.

(4) Press MENU to display the menu.
(S) Turn the SEL/PUSH EXEC dial to select _, then press the dial.
(6) Turn the SEL/PUSH EXEC dial to select DV EDITING, then press the dial.
(7) Using the video control buttons, locate the point where you want to start

edi_ng, then pres_ li to set your camcoider in the playback pause mode
(p.130).

(8) Press the SEL/PUSH EXEC dial or MARK on the Remote Commander to set
DV EDITING IN.

(9) Using the video control buttons, locate the point where you want to end
editing, then press I| to set your camcorder in the playback pause mode.

(10)Press the SEL/PUSH EXEC dial or MARK on the Remote Commander to set
DV EDITING OUT. The editing process starts. When the process ends, your
camcorder and the DV product automatically set to pause mode.



Editing partially on a DV tape - DV synchro-editing
(DCR-TRV10 only)

9

8,10

"_' BEEP
_ COMMANOER

READY

b.O :25 : 20 : 06

• d

I

Notes

* If you use other than Sony equipment with the [ DV jack, you cannot perform DV
synchro-editing.

• If a tape has a blank portion between recorded portions, DV synchro-edifing may not
work correctly.

Errors in duplicating
If you connect your camcorder to Sony'e_lulpment with DV iack, the range of errors is

within +/- 5 flames. The range may become wider in the following conditions.
• The intervalbetween DV EDITING IN and OUT is less than five seconds.

• DV EDITING IN or OUT is _t at the beginning of the tape.

If you do not make connections with i.LINK cable (DV connecting cable)
The screen shows NOT READY, and you cannot select DV EDITING.

On a blank portion of the tape
You cannot set DV EDITING IN or OUT.



Recording video or "iV programs

You can record a tape from another VCR or a TV program from a TV that has video/

audio outputs. Use your camcorder as a recorder. Turn down the volume of your
camcorder. Otherwise, the picture may be distorted.
(1) Insert a blank tape (or a tape you want to record over) into your camcorder. If

you are recording a tape from the VCR, insert a recorded tape into the VCR.
(2) Set the POWER switch to VTR.

(3) Set DISPLAY to LCD in the MENU settings (p. 72). The picture from a TV or
VCR appears in the viewfinder or on the LCD screen.

(4) Press • REC and the button on its right simultaneously on your camcorder,
then immediately press II on your camcorder.

(5) Press _ on the VCR to start playback ff you are recording a tape from VCR,
Select a TV program if you are recording from TV.

(6) Press II on your camcorder at the scene where you want to start recording
from.

i

PAUSE

• VIDEO

 }Aoo,o
: Signal flow

Note

If you fast-forward or slow-playback on the other equipment, the image being recorded
may hun black and white. When recording from other equipment, be sure to play back
the original tape at normal speed.

If your VCR is a monaural type

Connect the yellow plug of the A/V connecting cable to the video output jack and the
white or the red plug to the audio output jack on the VCR or the TV. When the white
plug is connected, the left channel audio is output, and the red plug is connected, the
right channel audio is output.

Connect using an S video cable (not supplied) to obtain high-quality pictures
With this connection, you do not need to connect the yellow (video) plug of the A/V
connecting cable.
Connect an S video cable (not supplied) to the S video jacks of both your camcorder and
the VCR.

This connection produces higher quality DV format pictures.



Inserting a scene from a VCR

You can insert a new scene from a VCR onto your originelly recorded tape by
specifying the insert start and end points. Use the Remote Commander for this
operation. Connections are the same as on page 54 or 55.
Insert a cassette containing the desired scene to insert into the VCR.

1"1
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Inserting a scene from a VCR

(1)Set the POWER switch to VTR.

(Z)On the VCR, locate just before the insert start point [a], then press II to set the VCR

to the playback pause mode.

(3)On your camcorder, locate the insert end point It] by pressing _ or #'_'. Then
press II to set it to the playback pause mode.

(4)Press ZERO SET MEMORY on the Remote Commander. The ZERO SET MEMORY
indicator flashes and the end point of the insert is stored in memory.

(S)On your camcorder, locate the insert start point [b] by pressing "q._, then press
two • REC buttons at same time to set your camcorder to the recording pause
mode.

(6) First press II on the VCR, and after a few seconds press II on your camcorder to
start inserting the new scene.

Inserting automatically stops near the zero point on the tape counter. Your
camcorder automatically'returns to the recording pause mode+

5

To change the insert end point
Press ZERO SET MEMORY again after step 5 to erase the ZERO SET MEMORY
indicator and begin from step 3.

Note

The picture and sound recorded on the section between the insert start and end points

will be erased when. you insert the new scene.

When the inserted picture is played back

The picture and sound may be distorted at the end of the inserted section+ This is not a
malfunction+

To insert a scene without setting the insert end point

Skip step 3 and 4. Press • when you want to stop inserting.
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Audio dubbing

You can record an audio sound to add to the original sound on a tape by connecting
audio equipment or a microphone. If you connect the audio equipment, you can add
sound to your recorded tape by specifying starting and ending points. The original
sound will not be erased.

Use the Remote Commander for this operation.

MIC

(PLUG IN
POWER)

:Signal flow Microphone (not supplied)

You can check the recorded picture and sound by connecting the AUDIO/VIDEO jack
to a TV.

The recorded sound is not output from a speaker. Check the sound by using the TV or
headphones.

U

Microphone (not supplied)

d



Audio dubbing

AUDIO/
VIDEO

: Signal flow

Audio equipment I

I
[ UNEOUT l

AUDIOL [_ [__u_JJ;_ AUDIOR

. _/V connecting cable

Do not connect the

video (yellow) plug.

Note

The picture is not output from the AUDIO/VIDEO jack. Check the recorded picture on
the LCD screen or in the viewfinder, as well as check the recorded sound by using a
speaker or headphones.

No connection is necessary.

Note

The picture is not output from the AUDIO/VIDEO jack, Check the recorded picture on
the LCD screen or in the viewfinder, as well as check the recorded sound by using a
speaker or headphones.



Audio dubbing

Adding an audio sound on a recorded tape

(1) Inert your recorded tape into your camcorder.
(2) Set the POWER switch of your cameorder to VTR.

(3) Locate the recording start point by pressing liP-. Then press |1 at the point
where you want to start recording to set your camcorder to playback pause
n_oc[e.

(4) Press AUDIO DUB on the Remote Commander.

(5) Press I| on the Remote Commander and at the same time start playing back
the audio you want to record.
The new sound is recorded in stereo 2 (ST2) during playback.

(6) Press • on the Remote Commander at the point where you want to stop
recording. .

AUDIO DUB

Monitoring the new recorded sound

To play back the sound
Adjust the balance between the original sound (ST1) and the new sound (ST2) by
selecting AUDIO MIX in the MENU settings (p. 72).

IMF_JI : END J

Five minutes after when you disconnect the power source or remove the battery pack,
the setting of AUDIO MIX returns to the original sound (ST1) only. The factory setting
is original sound only.



Audio dubbing

Notes

* New sound cannot t_" recorded on a tape already recoMed in the 16 bit m_Kte (32 kl t

44.1 kl tz or 48 kHz) (p. 76).

• When an external microphone is not connected, the recording will be made through

the built-in microphone of your camcorder.

• New _}und cannot be recorded on a tape already recorded in the LP mode.

• You cannot add audio with the _ DV IN/OUT jack.

If you make all the connections
The attdio input to be recorded will take precedence over others in the following orde:
• M1C (PLUG IN POWER) jack

* Intelligent accessory shoe
• AUDIO/VIDEO jack

• Built-in microphone

If an i.LINK cable (DV c'onhecting cable) is connected to your camcorder
You cannot acid a sound to a recorded tape.

To add new sound more precisely
Press ZERO SET MEMORY at the point where you want to stop recording later in the

playback mode.
Carry out steps 3 to 5. Recording automatically stops at the point where ZERO SET

MEMORY was pressed.

We recommend you to add new sound on a tape recorded with your camcorder
If you add new sound on a tape recorded with another eamcorder (including
DCR-TRV8/TRV10), the sound quality may become worse.

If you disconnect or connect the i.LINK cable (DV connecting cable) to your
camcorder during recording

The recording n'tay stop.



Superimposing a title

it 3'ou use a tape with ca_':_'tte memory° you cax'Lsut_erm_po_, the title v,'hile
recording or ,_fter ro:ording. Whcn you play back fl_e tape, the title is displayed
for five s_;onds from die point where you superimposed it.

Yott ,,:ar_select ot_e of eight preset titles and tv,'o custom tide,_ _,p. I+,8), You caz'| ,dso se]ec

the cok_r, size and position of titles,;,

(1) Press TITLE to display the title'menu.
(2) Turn the SEL/PUSH EXEC dial to select 12_,then press the dial.
(3) Turn the SELiPUStt EXEC dial to select the desired title, then press the dial.

The title is flashing.
(4) Change the color, size, or position, if necessary.

@ Turn the SELiPUSIt EXEC dial to select the color, size, or positio_, then
press the dial. The item appears.

(_) Turn the SELiPUSH EXEC dial to select the desired item, then press the
dial.

(_) Repeat steps (_) and (_) until the title is Iaid out as desired.

(5) Press the SEL/PUSH EXEC dial again to complete the setting.
In the playback, playback pause or recording mode:

The "TITLE SAVE" indicator appears on the screen for 5 seconds and the
title is set.

In the standby mode:
The "TITLE" indicator appears. And when you press START/STOP to start
recording,
"TITLE SAVE" appears on the screen for 5 seconds and the title is set.



Superimposing a title

TITLE

66

If you use a cassette set to prevent accidental erasure

You cannot superimpose or erase the title. Slide the write-protect tab so that the red

portion is not visible.

To use the custom title

If you want to use the custom title, select [t3 in step 2.
If you have not made any custom title," ..." appears on the display.

Title setting

• The title color changes as follows :
WHITE *--* YELLOW *-4 VIOLET *--* RED *--* CYAN 4--* GREEN *--* BLUE

• The title size changes as follows :
SMALL _ LARGE

If you input 13 characters or more for a LARGE title, the title is automatically reduced
in size after its position is set.

• The rifle position changes as follows :
1.--* 2*--* 3*--* 4*---*5*---*.6*---*7*-* 8,---_ 9

The larger the position number, the lower the title is positioned.
When you select the title size "LARGE", you cannot choose position 9.

One cassette can have up to about 26 titles, if one title consists of 5 characters
However, if the cassette memory is full with date, photo and cassette label data, one

cassette can have only up to about 15 titles with 5 characters each.

Cassette memory capacity is as follows:
• 6 date data (maximum)

• 12 photo data (maximum)
• 1 cassette label (maximum)



Superimposing a title

(1) Set the POWER switch to VTR.

(2) Press MENU to display the menu.
(3) Turn the SEL/PUSH EXEC dial to select r_ then press the dial.

(4) Turn the SEL/PUSH EXEC dial to select TITLEERASE, then press the dial.
Title erase display appears.

(5) Turn the SEL/PUSH EXEC dial to select the title you want to erase, then press
the dial.

"ERASE OK ?" indicator appears.
(6) Make sure the title is the one you want to erase, and turn the SEL/PUSH EXEC

dial to select ERASE, then press the dial.

3,4
I CM SET

CM SEARCH
T ITLEERASE

IMENU] : END ERAS E ALL[MEI_U] : END

5,6 ©

ENU

1. t_O!
2 CONGRATULATIONS I
3 HAPPY NEW YEAR!

1 4 pP_S_NT
5 GC_O _ING
6 WEDOIN_

IMENUI : END

TITLE ERASE

4 PRESENT
ERASE OK

[MENUI : END

"m

To erase the menu display
Press MENU.



Making your own titles

B ou can make up to two titles and store them in the cassette memory. Each titlecan have up to 20 characters.

(1) Press TITLE in the standby or VTR mlle.

(2) Turn the SEL/PUSH EXEC dial to select v,_, then press the dial.

(3) Turn the SEL/PUSH EXEC dial to select the first line (CUSTOMI) or second

line (CUSTOM2), then press the dial.

(4) Turn the SEL/PUSH EXEC dial to select the column of the desired character,

then press the dial,

(5) Turn the SEL/PUSH EXEC dial to select the desired character, then press the

dial.

(6) Repeat steps 4 and 5 until you have selected all characters and completed the
title.

(7) To finish making your own titles, turn the SEL/PUSH EXEC dial to select

[SET], then press the'dial'The title is stored in memory.

(8) Press TITLE to make the title menu disappear,

1
TITLE

2
_:] CUSTQMI" - ...... .

I ...../
/ _''L_'.... /

3

_N -

J ITITU£1: _ND

rrrtE s_r m j i

.................... !

FC-HIJ O_e_e

fT_XL_:E_

AECO_ 123aS ABGDF 1234_

_OnST I ÷ I

I_ kTUEI : _ND

T_ SEt _ I



Making your own titles
I II

To change e title you have stored
In step 3, select CUSTOM1 or CUSTOM2, depending on which title you wL._tto change.
then press the SEL/PUSH EXECdial. Turn the SEL/PUSH EXECdial to select [("],then
press the dial to delete the title. The last character is erased. Enter the new title as
desired.

ff you take S minutes or longer to enter characters in the standby mode while a
cassette is in your camcorder
The power automatically goes off. The characters you have entered remain stored in
memory. Set the POWER switch to OFF once and then to CAMERA again, then proceed
from step 1.
We recommend setting the POWER switch to VTR or removing the cassette so that your
cam€order does not automatically turn off while you are entering title characters.

To delete the title

Select [÷]. The last character is erased,

m
m

D
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Labeling a cassette

If you use a tape with ca_,ette n_emo_,, you can label a cassette, The label can

consist of up to 10 characters and is stored in cass, ette memory. When you in,_,rt
the labeled cassette and turn the power on, the label is displayed on the LCD
screen, in the viewfinder, or on the TV screen.

(1) Insert the cassette you want to label.

(2) Set the POWER switch to VTR.

(3) Press MENU to make the menu display appear.

(4) Turn the SEL/PUSH EXEC dial to select r,_, then press the dial.

(5) Tum the SEL/PUSH EXEC dial to select TAPE TITLE, then press the dial.

(6) Turn the SEL/PUSH EXEC dial to select the column of the desired character,

then press the dial.

(7) Turn the SEL/PUSH EXEC dial to select the desired character, then press the
dial.

(8) Repeat steps 6 and 7 until you finish the label.

(9) Turn the SEL/PUSH EXEC dial to select [SET], then press the dial.

The label is stored in memory.

TAPE TITLE

ABCDE 12345
FGHIJ 67B90

uvwxy ISETI
Z& 7!

{MENU] : EN0

TAP E TITLE

M.........

ABCDE 1_345

K O' ,/
PQC_T I ÷ J
UVWXy [SET]

IMENUI :END
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Labeling a cassette
IIII I

To erase a character

In step 6 turn the SEL/PUSH EXEC dial to select 1(-], then press the dial The last
character is erased.

To change the label you have made
[rtsert the cassette t___change the label, and operate in the same way to make a new label.

If you use a cassette set to prevent accidental erasure

You cannot label it. Slide the write-protect tab_ that the red portion is not visible.

If the _.. mark appears in step 5
The cassette memory is full. [f you erase the title in the cassette, you can label it.

If you have superimposed titles in the cassette

When the label is displayed, up to 4 titles also appear

When the "-----"indicator has fewer than 10 spaces
The cassette memory is full

Tbe "-----" indicates the number of characters you can select for the label.

_Q
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-- Customizing Your Camcorder-

Changing the MENU settings

To change the rmKte settings in the MENU _,ttings, select the menu items with the
SEL/PUSH EXEC dial. The factory settings can be partially changed. Fi_t, select lhe
icon, then the menu item and then the nrtKte.

{1) In the standby or VTR mode, press MENU.

(2) Turn the SEL/PUSH EXEC dial to select the desired icon, then press the dial to
set.

(3) Turn the SEL/PUSH EXEC dial to select the desired item, then press the dial to
set.

(4) Turn the SEL/PUSH EXEC dial to select the desired mode, and press the dial
to set.

(5) If you want to change other items, select _ RETURN and press the dial, then

repeat steps from 2 to 4.

For details, see "Selecting the mode setting of each item" (p. 73).

1 [CAMERA}

_ENU1m_%%o__

,._. I==:, g ,u,"%'_,.

[ VTR

p EFFECT

I IM_Nu} : EnD

[MEMORY ]

[MENUI : END

2

3

4

) M#I,_UI_I-SET 1
I_ P EFFECT

_ W_T Po_t

_ _' WORLD TIME
_ _ BEEP

_ Im DISPLAY
REC _MP

_ 0 HR

_' BEEP
_2_ CC_N£Etl

;E D_SPLAY
)_ REC _MP

_ _ETU_tN

)
-9-

0 HR

q _

OTHERS

1_ WORLD TIME

E OISPLAY OFF
REC L,_MP

_RETURN

)
OTHERS

WORLD TIME

I DISPLAY _(

RECLAMP [
REFURN

r

OTHERS

_" WORLD TIME

REC LAMP

_ ._RETUR_',4



Changing the MENU settings

To make the MENU display disappear
PrL_s MENU,

Menu items are displayed as the following icons:
MANUALSET

CAMERA SET

[] VTR SET

LCD/VF SET

MEMORY SET (DCR-TRV10 only)
a CM SET

TAPE SET

SETUP MENU
OTHERS

Selecting the mode setting of each item • isthefactoryseeLng.

Menu items differ depending on the position ot the POWER switch.

kon/item

P EFFECT

WHT BAL

AUTO SHTR

D ZOOM

16:9WIDE

STEADYSHOT

N.S. LIGHT

Mode

@ ON

OFF

ON

• OFF

• OFF

ON

• ON

OFF

• ON

OFF

Meaning

To add special effects like those in films oron

the TV to images (p. 36)

To adjust the white balance (p. 41)

To automatically activate the electronic shutter
when shooting in bright conditions

To not automatically activate the electronic
shutter even when shooting in bright
conditions

To activate digital zoom. More than 10x to 120×

zoom is performed digitally (p. 19)

To deactivate digital zoom. Up to 10x zoom is
carried out.

POWER

switch

CAMERA

VTR

CAMERA

MEMORY

CAMERA
MEMORY

CAMERA
MEMORY

CAMERA

To record a 16:9 wide picture (p, 32)

To compensate for camera-shake CAMERA

To cancel the Stead)Shot function. Natural MEMORY

pictures are produced when shooting a
stationary object with a tripod.

To u_ the NightShot Light function (p. 22) CAMERA

To cancel the NightShot Light function MEMORY

Notes on the SteadyShot function

• The SteadyShot function will not correct excessive camera-shake.

• Attachment of a conversion lens (not supplied) may influence the SteadyShot
function.

If you cancel the SteadyShot function
The SteadyShot off indicator "_ appears. Your camcorder prevents excessive
compensation for camera-shake.

i

1-1
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Changing the MENU settings

POWER

Icon/item Mode Meaning switch

D CONTINUOUS • OFF Not to ,t'cord continuously MEMC)RY

(DCR-TRVI0 ON To record 3 or 4 pictures cotltinuoush, (p. 80)
only)

MULTI SCRN To record 9 picutures continuously (p. 8(_)

QUALITY • FINE To record still pictures in the fine image quality VTR

(DCR-TRV10 mode, using the Memory Stick MEMORY

only) STANDARD To rc, cord still pictures in the standard image

quality mode, us!._g the Memory Stick

FLD./FRAME • FIELD To record moving subjects MEMORY

(DCR-TRVI0 FRAME To record stopping subjects in high quality
only)

PRINT MARK

(DCR-TRVI0

only)

PROTECT

(DCR-TRVt0

only)

SLIDE SHOW

(DCR-TRVI0

only)

DELETE ALL

(DCR-TRV10

only)

FORMAT

(DCR-TRV10

only)

PHOTO SAVE

(DCR-TRV10

only)

rdm CM SEARCH

ON To write a print mark on the recorded still VTR

images you want to print out later MEMORY •

• OFF Not to write prinl marks on still pictures

Ol_l To protect selected still pictures against VTR
accidental erasure (p. 100) MEMORY

• OFF Not to protect still pictures 5'

To play back images in a continuous loop MEMORY o_
(p. 107)

To delete all the images (p. 102) MEMORY

K

To format Memory Sticks MEMORY

To duplicate still pictures (p. 91) VTR

• ON To search using cassette memory (p. 49) V'TR

OFF To search without using cassette memory

TITLEERASE To era_ the title you have superimposed VTR
(p. 67) CAMERA

TITLE DSPL • ON To display the title you have superimposed VTR

OFF . Not to display the title

TAPE TITLE To label a cassette (p. 70) VTR
CAMERA

ERASE ALL To erase all the data in cassette memory VTR
CAMERA
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Changing the MENU settings
i|

POWER
Icon/item Mode Meaning switch

I_1 REC MODE • SP To record in the SP(Standard Play) mode VTR

LP To inrease the retarding time to 1,5 times tile CAMER/
SP mode

@ 1281'1" To record in the 12-bit mode (two stereo VTR
sounds) CAMERi

16BIT To record in the 16-bit mode (the one stereo
sound with high quality)

• AUTO To display the remaining tape bar: V'IR
• for about 8 seconds after your camcorder is CAMER,"

turned on and calculates the remaining
amount of tape

• for about 8 ,seconds after a cassette is inserted

and your camcorder calculates the remaining
amount ot tape

• for about 8 seconds after I_ is pressed in
VTR mode

• for about 8 seconds after DISPLAY is pressed
to display the screen indicators

• for the period of tape rewinding, forwarding
or picture search in the VTR mode

ON To always display the remaining tape indicator

@ DATE!CAM To display date, time and various settings VTR
during playback

DATE To display date and time during playback

AUDIO MODE

REMAIN

DATA CODE

Notes on the LP mode

• When you record a tape in the LP mode on your camcorder, we recommend playing
the tape on your eamcorder. When you play back the tape on other eamcorders or

VCKs, noise may occur in pictures or sound.
• When you record in the LP mode, we recommend using a Sony Excellence/Master

mini DV cassette so that you can get the most out of your eamcorder.
• You cannot make audio dubbing on a tape recorded in the LP mode. Use the SP mo_

for the tape to be audio dubbed.
• When you record in the SP and LP modes on one tape or you record some scenes in

the LP mode, the playback picture may be distorted or the time code may not be
written properly between scenes.

Notes on AUDIO MODE

, You cannot dub audio sound on a tape recorded in the 16BIT mode.

+ When playing back a tape recorded in the 16-bit mode, you cannot adjust the balano
in AUDIO MIX,
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Changing the MENU settings

POWER

Icon/item Mode Meaning switch

CLOCK SET To reset the date or time (p. 78) CAMERA
MEMORY

AUTO TV ON @ OFF -- VTR

ON To automatically turn on the Sony TV whe_l CAMERA

using the laser link function

"IV INPUT To switch the video input on a Sony TV when VTR
using the la,_-r link ht_ction (p. 29) CAMERA

LTR SIZE

DEMO MODE

WORLD TIME

BEEP

• VIDEO1
VIDEO2
VIDEO3

OFF

• NORMAL

2×
To display selected menu items in normal size VTR

To display sek, cted menu items at twice the CAMERAMEMORY
normal size

• ON To make the demonstration appear CAMERA "

OFF To cancel the demonstration mode

To set the clock to the local time. Turn the SEL/ CAMERA _-
PUSH EXEC dial to set a time difference. The MEMORY
clock changes by the time difference you sot _"

here. If you set the time difference to 0, tile

clock returns to the originally set time.

• MELODY To output the melody when you start/stop VTR
recording or when an unusual condition occurs CAMERA

on your camcorder MEMORY

To output the beep instead of the melody

To cancel the melody and beep sound

To activate the Remote Commander supplied VTR

with your camcorder CAMERA

OFF To deactivate the Remote Commander to avoid MEMORY

remote control misoperation caused by other
VCR's remote control

• LCD To show the display on the LCD screen and VTR
view finder CAMERA

V-OUT/LCD To show the display on the TV screen, LCD MEMORY
screen and'viewfinder

• ON To light up the camera recording lamp at the CAMERA
' front of your camcorder MEMORY

OFF " To turn the camera recording lamp off so that

the subject is not aware of the recording

To duplicate the desired portion on a tape by VTR

simply selecting the Scenes to edit, Usifig other
equipment connected with an i.LINK cable (DV
connecting cable) (p, 56)

Notes on DEMO MODE

• You _annot select DEMO MODE when a cassette is inserted in your can'tcorder.
• DEMO MODE is set to STBY (Standby) at the factory and the demonstration starts

about 10 minutes after you have set the POWER switch to CAMERA without a
cassette inserted,

Note that you cannot select STBY of DEMO MODE in the MENU settings.
• When NIGHTSHOT is set to ON, the NIGHTSHOT indicator appears in the

viewfinder or on the LCD screen and you cannot select DEMO'IglODE in the MENU
settings.

In more than 5 minutes after removing the power sou_,e
The "AUDIO MIX", "COMMANDER" and "HiFi SOUND items are returned to their
factory settings.
The ofher menu items are held in memory even when the battery is removed.

NORMAL

OFF

COMMANDER • ON

DISPLAY

RECLAMP

DV EDITING
(DCR-TRV10
on/y)



Resetting the date and time
The clock is set to East Coast Standard Time at the factory.

If you do not use your camcorder for about a half year, the date and time settings may
be released (bars may appear) because the vanadi{tm-lithium battery installed in your
camcorder will have been discharged.
First, set the year, then the month, the day, the hour and then the minute.
(1) While your camcorder is in the stat'_dby mode, press MENU to display the

MENU settings.
(2) Turn the SEL/PUSH EXEC dial to select 8+ then press the dial.

(3) Turn the SEL/PUSH EXEC dial to select CLOCK SET, then press the dial.
(4) Turn the SEL/PUSH EXEC dial to adjust the desired year, then press the dial.

(5} Set the month, day and hour by turning the SEL/PUSH EXEC dial and

pressing the dial.
(6) Set the minute by turning the SELiPUSH EXEC dial and pressing the dial by

the time signal. The clock starts to move.

(7) Press MENU to make,the MENU settings disappear.

MENU j

s+ +o::o;:+

w if_PLrr 2000 JU[ 4
a LTR SIZE + + +

OI_UO_OE

!_ JUL 4 _ooo I

W INmJT
m LTR SiZE

_ ,l:klo _E
._1URt4

L+.° _ ]

The year changes as follows:

1999 _ 2000 *--- .... --_ 2029

t 1

If you do not set the date and time
" : : " is recorded on the tape and the Memory Stick (DCR-TRV10 only).

Note on the time indicator

The internal clock of your camcorder operates on a 12-hour cycle,

• 12:00 AM stands for midnight.
• 12:00 PM stands for noon.



-- Memory _tICK operations --

Using a Memory Stick-introduction

- DCR-TRVIO only

You can record and play back still images on a Memory Stick sttpplied with your
camcorder. You can easily play back, re-record or delete still images. You can also
record images from a mini DV tape on a Memory Stick or vice versa. You can exchange
image data with other equipment such as a personal computer etc., using file ,ex,rial port

adaptor for Memory Stick supplied with your camcorder or MSAC-PCI PC card
adaptor for Memory Stick (not supplied).

Still images
Record the still image on a Memory Stick. Playd__ack the picture with your PC. See page
96 for details.

Using a Memory Stick
When you use a Memory Stick

Terminal

Write-protect tab

Labeling position

• You cannot record or erase still images when the write-protect tab on the Memory
Stick is set to LOCK.

• You can format Memory Sticks. You can also protect still images and write print
marks on still images in Memory Sticks.

• We recommend backing up important data.

• When the ACCESS lamp is flashing, never remove the Memory Stick.
• Image data may be damaged in the following cases:

- If you remove the Memory Stick or turn the power off when the ACCESS lamp is
flashing

- If you use Memory Sticks near magnet's or magnet fields such as those of speakers
and televisions.

On file format (JPEG)
.

Your camcorder compresses image data in JPEG format (extension .jpg).

Typical image data file name
[_0o0ol.ipg.

m
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Using a Memory Stick-introduction
III

Notes

• Prevent metallic obj_,_ctsor your finger from coming into contact with the metal parts
of the connecting section.

• Stick its label on the labeling position.
• Do not bend, drop or apply strong shock to Memory Sticks.

• Do not disassemble or modify Memory SticKs.
• Do not let Memory Sticks get wet.
• Do not use or keep Memory Sticks in It,cations that are:

- Extremely hot such as in a car parked in the sun or under the scorching sun
- Under direct sunlight

-Very humid or subject to corrosive gases
• When you carry or store a Memory Stick, put it in its case.

Note on image data compatibility
Image data files recorded on Memory Sticks by your camcorder conform with the

Design Rules for Camera File Systems universal standard established by the JEIDA

(Japan Electronic Industry Development Association). You camaot play back on your
camcorder still images recorded on other equipment (DCR-TRV900*, DSC-D700*) thai
does not conform with this universal standard.

* These models are not sold in some areas.

Memory Stick is a trademark of Sony Corporation.

30



Using a Memory Stick-introduction

inserting a Memory Stick

(1) Slide MEMORY OPEN in the direction of the arrow. The Memory Stick

con_partment opens.

(2) Insert a Memory Stick in as far as it can go with its rounded corner facing up.

Then, close the Memory Stick compartment.

O ACCESS lamp M_MORY OPEN O

Memory Stick compartment

To eject a Memory Stick
Open the Memory Stick compartment in step 1, press MEMORY EJECT. The Memory
Stick comes out.

W

®
3
o

o
_o
€#

2.
O

MEMORY EJECT

When the ACCESS lamp is lit or flashing
Never shake or strike your camcorder. Do not turn the power off, eject a Memory.Stick
or remove the battery pack. Otherwise, the image data breakdown may occur.
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Using a Memory Stick-introduction

Selecting Image quality mode

You can select image quality mode in still picture recording. If you do l_ot make any
selection, the unit automatically records in FINE mode.

(1) Set the POWER switch to MEMORY. Make sure tt_at the lock is set to the left

(unlock) position.
(2) Press MENU to make the MENU display appear.

(3) Turn the SEL/PUSH EXEC dial to select _, then press the dial.
(4) Turn the SEL/PUSH EXEC dial to select QUALITY, then press the dial.

(5) Turn the SEL!PUSH EXEC dial to select the desired image quality, then press

the dial.

(6) Press MENU to era_ the menu display.

1

H6 MENU

3

4

5

MEMORy SET

CONTINt)C_S

QUALITY

._FLD /FRAM_

_ PRINT MARK

_ P_TECT

_ DELETE ALL
FQR_T

[MENUI E_O

[ MEM_Y SEI

_ PROTECT
_ SLIDE SHOW
_ OELETE ALL

_F_V.AT
_ETURN

|ME_] : ENO

MEMORY SET

FLD/FRAME_TANDARD

_ PROTECT
_ SLIDE S_W
_ DELETE ALL

_R_T
_ETURN
[MENU]END



Using a Memory Stick-introduction

Image quality settings

Setting Meaning

FINE (FINE) Use this mode when you want to record high quality
images. The image is con'tpressed to about 1/6.

STANDARD (STD) This is the standard in'rage quality. The image is
compressed to about 1/ 10.

Differences in image quality mode

Recorded images are compressed in JPEG format before being stored into memory. The
memory capacity allotted to each image varies depending on the selected image quality
mode. Details are shown in the table below. (The nun'_ber of pixels is 640 x 480,
regardless of image quality mode. The data size before compression is about 600 KB.)

Image quality mode Memory capacity

FINE About 1190KB

STANDARD About 60 KB

Approximate number of images you can record on a Memory Stick
The number of images you can record varies depending on which image quality mode

you select and the complexity of the subject.

4MB type:
FINE (FINE) 40 images (maximum)

STANDARD (STD) 60 images (maximum)

8MB type:
FINE (FINE) 81 images (maximum)

STANDARD (STD) 122 images (maximu.rn)

16MB type:
FINE (FINE) 164 images (maximum)

STANDARD (STD) 246 images (maximufn)

Note

In some eases, changing the image quality mode may not affect the image quality,
depending on the types of images you are shooting.

B
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Using a Memory Stick-introduction

Formatting (initializing) a Memory Stick

(1) Insert a Memory Stick into your camcorder.
(2) Set the POWER switch to MEMORY. Make sure that the lock is set to the left

(unlock) position.

(3) Press MENU to make the MENU display appear.
(4) Turn the SEL/PUSH EXEC dial to select _, then press the dial.

(5) Turn the SEL/PUSH EXEC dial to select FORMAT, then press the dial.
(6) Turn the SEL/PUSH EXEC dial again to select OK, then press the dial. The

display shows "EXECUTE."

(7) Press the SEL/PUSH EXEC dial. The display shows "FORMATTING," and

formatting procedure begins. When formatting is finished, the display shows
"COMPLETE."

Notes

• Formatting erases all information on the Memory Stick, including tile protected image
data. Check the contents of the Memory Stick before formatting.

• Do not turn the POWER switch or press any button while the display shows
"FORMATTING",

• You cannot format the Memory Stick if the write-protect tab on the Memory Stick is
set to LOCK.
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hecording still images on Memory Sticks
- Memory photo recording

III

- DCR-TRVIO only

You can select the FIELD or FRAME mode in still picture recording. Your camcorder
com[_n.sates for camera_hake when recording moving subjects in the FIELD mode.
Your camcorder records still images in high quality in the FRAME mode. Select the

FIELD or FRAME in the MENU settings (p. 72).

Before operation
Insert a Memory Stick into your camcorder.

(1) Set the POWER switch to MEMORY. Ma'ke sure that tile lock is set to the left

(unlock) position.
(2) Keep pressing PHOTO lightly. The picture freezes and "CAPTURE" appears

on the LCD screen or in the viewfinder. Recording does not start yet+
(3) Press PHOTO deeper, The image displayed on the screen will be recorded on a

Memory Stick. Recording is complete when the bar scroll indicator disappears, °-

3

1

_ NnUthme_eOfmiomr_gs_iskanbe recorded

Number of recorded images

.+

IIIIIIII_[

/0

+3
o

o

0

• Notes .

• When recording fast-moving subjects in the FRAME mode, the recorded image blurry.

• When recording in the FRAME mode, your camcorder may not correct camera-shake.
We recommend that you shoot objects with a tripod.

When the POWER switch is set to MEMORY

The following functions do not work:
wide TV mode, digital effect, picture effect, title.



Recording still images on Memory Sticks - Memory photo
recording

When you are recording a still image
You can neither turn off the power nor press PHOTO,

When you press the PHOTO button on the Remote Commander

Your cameorder immoAiately records the image that is on the _reen when you pres,,
the button.

Recording images continuously

You can record still pictures continuously. Select one of the two modes described bel,
before recording.

Continuous mode [a]

You can record 3 or 4 pictures continuously,

Multi screen mode [b]
You can record 9 still pictures continuously o_a a single page.

[al



Recording still images on Memory Sticks - Memory photo
recording
I Illl [ IIII

(1) Set the POWER switdl to MEMORY. Make sure that the lock is set to the left
(unkx:k} position.

(2) Press MENU to make the MENU display appear.
{31 Turn the SEL/PUSH EXEC dial to select 9, thm_ press file dial.
(4) Turn the SEL/PUSH EXEC clial to select CONTINUOUS, then press the dial.
(5) Turn the SEL/PUSH EXEC dial to select the desired setting, then press the

dial.

(6) Press MENU to erase the menu display

1



Recording still images on Memory Sticks - Memory photo
recording

Continuous shooting settings

Setting Meaning (indicator on the screen)

OFF Your camcorder sh(x_ts one image ,it a time. (no indicator)

ON Your camcorder shoots 3 or 4 still images" at about 0.8 _'c intervals.

MULTI SCRN Your camcorder shoots 9 still images at atx_ut 0.3 sec interx,als and

displays the images on a single page dMded into 9 boxes. ( I_1 )

Number of images in continuous shooting
The number ot images you can shtx_t continuously \'aries depending on the inaage
quality mode.

FINE: 3 images
STANDARD: 4 image's

Note on using the video flash light (not supplied)
The video flash light does not work in the continuous or multi screen mode if \ou

install it to the accessory shoe.



I Recording an image from a mini DV tape
as a still image

- DCR-TRVIO only
Your camcorder can read moving picture data recorded on a mini DV tape and record it
as a still unage on a Memory Stick. Your camcorder can also take in moving picture

data through the input connector and record it as a still image on a Memor\' Stick.

Before operation
Insert a recorded mira DV tape and a Memory Stick into your camcorder

(1) Set the POWER switch to VTR.

(2) Press I_. The picture recorded on the mirti,.DV tape is played back.

(3) Keep pressing PHOTO lightly until the picture from the mini DV tape freezes.

"CAPTURE" appears on the LCD screen or in the viewfinder. Recording does

not start yet.

(4) Press PHOTO deeper. Tim image displayed on the _reen will be recorded on a

Memory Stick. RecoMing is complete when the bar scroll indicator disappears.

REW_ PLAY FF

3
0

F,"

o
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When the ACCESS lamp is litor flashing
Never shake or strike the unit. As well do not turn the power off, eject a Memory Stick

or remove the battery pack. Otherwise, the image data breakdown may occur.

If "_" appears on the LCD screen or in the viewfinder
An incompatible Memory Stick is inserted. Be sure to use proper Memory Stick.

tf you press PHOTO lightly in the playback mode
Your camcorder stops mementarily.

Sound recorded on a mini DV tape
You cannot record the audio from a mini DV tape.

Titles have already recorded on mini DV tapes
You cannot record the titles on Memory Sticks. The title does not appear while you are

recording a still picture with PHOTO.

8!



Recording an image from a mini DV tape as a still image

Recording a still image from other equipment

(1) Set the POWER switch to VTR and set DISPLAY in _ to LCD in the MENU

settings.

(2) Play back the recorded tape, or turn the TV on to _ the desired program.

(3) Follow the steps 3 and 4 on page 89.

When recording the image through the AUDIO/VIDEO jack

VCR

OUT

S VIDEO

VIDEO

S VIDEO

A/\! connecting cable

AUDIO/VIDEO

Signal flow

Connect the yellow plug of the A/V connecting cable to the video jack on the VCR o[
the TV.

When recording the image through the [ DV IN/OUT jack

DV OUT

9O

DV IN/OUT

VMC-IL4435/2DV/4DV i.LINK cable (not supplied)

: Signal flow

Connect using an S video cable (not supplied) to obtain high-quality pictures
With this connection, you do not need to connect the yellow (-video) plug of the A!V

connecting cable.
Connect an S video cable (not supplied) to the S video jacks of both your camcorder a
the VCR.

This connection produces higher quality DV format pictures.



Copying still images from a mini DV tape
- Photo save

- DCR-TRVIO only

Using the _,arch function, you can automaticaUy take in only still images from mini DV
tapes and record them on a Memory Stick in sequence.

Before operation
• Insert a recorded mini DV tape and rewind the tape.

• Insert a Memory Slick into your camcorder.

(1) Set the POWER switch to VTR.
(2) Press MENU to make the MENU display appear.
(3) Turn the SEL/PUSH EXEC dial to select _, then press the dial.

(4) Turn the SEL/PUSH EXEC dial to select PHOTO SAVE, then press the dial.

"PHOTO BUTTON" appears on the LCD screen or in the viewfinder.
(5) Press PHOTO deeper. Tt_e still image from the mini DV tape is recorded on a

Memory Stick. The number of still images copied is displayed. "END" is

displayed when copying is completed.



i: Copying still images from a mini DV tape - Photo save

To stop copying
Press MENU to stop copying.

When the memory of the Memory Stick is full
"MEMORY FULL" appears on the LCD screen, and the copying stops. Insert another
Memory Stick and repeat the procedure from step 2.

When the ACCESS lamp is lit or flashing
Never shake or strike your camcorder. As well do not turn the power off, e_ct a

Memory Stick or remove the battery pack. Otherwise, the image data breakdown may
O_CHr.

To record all the images recorded on the mini DV tape

Rewind the tape all the w a3,_ back and start copying.

If the write-protect tab on the Memory Stick is set to LOCK

"NOT READY" appears when you select the item in the MENU settings.

When you change Memory Sticks in the middle of copying

Your comcorder restnnes copying from the last image recorded _.mthe previous
Memory Stick.



liewing a still picture - Memory photo
)layback

- DCR-TRVIO only
YOUcall play back still images recorded on a Memory Stick. You can al_ play back 6
images at a time by selecting the index screen.

Before operation
Insert a Memory Stick inlo your camcorder.

(1) Set the POWER switch to MEMORY or VTR. Make sure that the lock is set to

the left (unlock) position.
(2) Slide OPEN in the direction of the I_ mark. Then, open tile LCD panel.
(3) Press MEMORY PLAY. The last recorded image is displayed.

(4) Press MEMORY +/- to select the desired still image. To _e the previous

image, press MEMORY -. Tosee the next image, press MEMORY +.

3
P_Y

To stop memory photo playback
Press MEMORY PLAY again.
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Viewing a still picture - Memory photo playback

To play back recorded images on a TV _Jeen
• Connect your camcurder to the TV with the A/V connecting cable supplied wi_h your

camcorder before the operatiorL
• When operating memory photo playt_ck on a TV or the LCD screen, the image

quality may appear to have deteriorated. This is not a malfunction, The image data is

as good as ever.
• Turn the audio volume of the TV down before operation, or noise (howling) may be

output from the TV speakers,

Image data modified with personal computers or shot with other equipment
You may not be able to phay them back with your camcorder.

I
--'_ _'nage quality mode

Image number/Tota! number of recorded images
-- FINE , tfi/lOOJE3

/_ Print mark

"_ Protect indicator

Data file name

You can play back 6 recorded images at a time. This function is especially useful when
searching for a particular image.

MEMORY INDEX

Press MEMORY INDEX.

A red I_ mark appears above the image that is displayed before changing to the index
$42reerl mode.
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Viewing a still picture - Memory photo playback

JL_
DSCO0006 6 t 100_

1_ mark

• To display the following 6 images, keep pressing MEMORY

• To display the previous 6 images, keep pressing MEMORY

To return to the normal playback screen (single screen)

Press MEMORY +/- to move the I_ mark to the i_nage you want to display on full
screen, then press MEMORY PLAY.

Note

When displaying the index screen, the number appears above each image. This
indicates the order in which images are recorded on the Memory Stick These numbers
are different from the data file names.

The image quality mode indicator
The indicator may show a mode different to the one in which you recorded. This is not
a malfunction. The indicator shows the size of the data file. For instance, if the size of

FINE image is small enough, it may be displayed as STD. Or if the size of image is large

enough, it may be displayed as SFN.

Files modified with personal computers
These files may not be displayed on the index screen. Image files shot with other

equipment may not be displayed on the index screen either.
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Viewing a still picture - Memory photo playback

Viewing the recorded images using a personal computer

The image data recorded with wmr camcorder is compressed in the IPEGformat, If rot
use tile application software, "i_ictureGear 3.2Lite" supplied with your camcorder, _-ou
can see images recorded on a Memory Stick on a computer screen. Use the serial port
adaptor for Memory Stick supplied with your camcorder, the MSAKIT-PC4A Memory
Stick/PC card kit or MSAC-PC1 PC card adaptor tor Memory Stick (not supplied) for"
this operation. For detailed instructions on operation, refer to the operating instructions
of the serial port adaptor, Memory Stick/PC card kit or PC card adaptor and
application software.

Me "Y-_ Memory
Stick Stick

t

_-_ PC cardIt ii adaptor
ial port _a;_ (not,7-_a'_t/ adaptor for

T suppliedMemory _ Memory
Stick Stick __ Memory

Stick "



Superimposing a still picture in a
Memory Stick on a moving picture

M. CHROM/M. LUMI/C. CHROM

- DCR-TRVIO only
You can superin'qoose a still picture you have recorded on ,1 Memor', Stick on top of the

moving picture you are recording.

M. CHROM (Memory chroma key)
You can swap a blue area of a still picture such as an illustratkm or a frame with a

moving picture.

M. LUMI(Memory luminance key)
You can swap a brighter area of a still picture such as a handwritten illusflation or title
with a moving picture. Record a title on a Memory Stick before a trip or event tor
convenience.

C. CHROM(Camera chroma key)
You can superimpose a moving picture on top of a still picture such as a picture can be
used as backgrourrd. Shoot the subject against a ,glue background The blue area of the
moving picture '*,,illbe swapped with a still picture.

M. CHROM

M. LUMI

Still picture Moving picture

 +H-m
Blue

Still picture Moving picture

MmHDAY
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C. CHROM

Still picture Moving picture

Blue
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Superimposing a still picture in a Memory Stick on a moving picture
- M. CHROM/M. LUMI/C. CHROM

Illllllll I Illl

Before operation
Insert a recorc[ed Memor\' Stick ot_ your camcorder

(1) ,Set the POWER switch to CAMERA.

(2) Press MEMORY PLAY in tile standbv mode.

The last recorded or last composed image appears on the lower part of the

scretm as a thumbnail image.

(3) Turn the SEL/PUStl EXEC dial to select the desired mode, then press the dial
to set.

The mode changes as follows:

M. CHROM _ M. I,UMI _ C. CHROM

(4) Press the SELiPUSH EXEC dial.

l'he still picture is superimposed on the moving picture.

(5) Press MEMORY+i- to select the still picture you want to superimpose.

To see the previous image, press M EMOI-W -. To see the next image, press
MEMORY+.

(6) Turn tire SEL!PUSH EXEC dial to adjust the effect.

(7) Press START/STOP to start recording.

PLAY

Still picture

lU



Superimposing a still picture in a Memory Stick on a moving picture
- M. CHROM/M. LUMIIC. CHROM

Items to adust

M. CHROM The color (blue) scheme of the area in the still pichare which is to be

swapped with a moving picture

M. LUMI The color (bright) scheme of the area in the still picture which is to be
swapped with a moving picture

C. CHROM The color (blue) scheme of the area in the moving picture which is to be

swapped with a still picture

The fewer bars there are on the screen, the stronger the effect.

To change the still picture to superimpose
Do either of the following:

- Press MEMORY+/ before step 7.

Press the SELiPUSH EXEC dial before step 7, and repeat the procedure from step 3.

To change the mode setting
Press the SEL/PUSH EXECdial before step 7, and repeat the procedure from step 3.

To cancel M. CHROM/M. LUMI/C. CHROM
Press MEMORY PLAY.

The Memory Stick supplied with your cameorder stores 30 images
-For M. CHROM: 26 images (such as a frame) DSC00001-DSC00026

- For C. CHROM: 4 images (such as a background) DSC00027-DSC00030

Sample images stored before leaving the factory
Sample images are protected (p. 100).

If you format the Memory Stick
Sample images will be deleted.

During recording
You cannot change the mode setting,
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Preventing accidental erasure
- Image protection

- DCR-TRVIO only

lo pre:'ent accidental erasure ot irnportal_t imag_.,s,you c,n",protect seh.'cted images.

Before operation
Inert a Memory Stick into your camcorder.

(1) Play back the image you want to protect.

(2) Press MENU to make the MENU display appear,

(31 Turn the SEL/PUSH EXEC dial to select _, then press the dial.

(4) Turn the SEL/PUSH EXEC dial to select PROTECT, then press the dial.

(5) Turn the SEL/PUSH EXEC dial to select ON, then press the dial.

(6) Press MENU to erase the menu display. The "o--_" mark is displayed beside

the data file name of the protected image.

)0

To cancel image protection
Select OFF in step 5, then press the SEL/PUSH EXEC dial.

Note

Formatting erases all information on the Memory Stick, including the protected image
data. Check the contents of the Memory Stick before formatting.

If the write-protect tab on the Memory Stick is set to LOCK
You cannot carry out image protection.



Writing a print mark - PRINT MARK

- DCR-TRV10 only
You can specify the recorded still image to print out. This function is useful for printing

out still images later.
Your camcorder conforms with the DPOF (Digital Print Order Format) standard for

specifying the still images to print out.

Before operation
Insert a Memory Stick into your camcorder.

(1) Play back the image you want to write a print mark.

(2) Press MENU to display the menu.

(3} Turn the SELiPUSH EXEC dial to select _, then press the dial.

(4} Turn the SEL/PUSH EXEC dial to select PRINT MARK, then press the dial.

(5) Turn the SEL/PUSH EXEC dial to select ON, then press the dial.

(6) Press MENU to erase the menu display. The ",1_'-"" mark is displayed beside

the data file name of the image with a print mark,

2,6 MENU
3 MEMO_ SET

_ PRINT _RgpRorgcr

_ OELETE ALL

,) ....... ......pI_DTECT _ pROTECT L_c SLIOE _o44_3w * _¢ SLIDE SHOW
t)ELI.TE ALL" _ D_,._7_ ALL

FOI_/&T FOR,MAwr

(MENUI: END [MENU] END

5 ME_Ot't¥ SE T l_/la_J

_Fru_l
I_E_UI:[SO

To cancel writing print marks
Select OFF in step 5, then press the SELiPUSH EXEC dial.

If the write-protect tab on the Memory Stick is set to LOCK

You cannot write print marks on still images.



Deleting images

• DCR-TRV10 only

Deleting selected images

Before operation
Inert a Memory Stick into vour camcordt, r.

(1) Play back the image you warn to delete.

(2) Press MEMORY DELETE with a sharp-polluted object. "DELETE?" appears on
the LCD screen.

(3) Press MEMORY DELETE again. The se[ected image is deleted.

To cancel deleting an image
Press MEMORY - in step 3.

To delete an image displayed on the index screen

Press MEMORY +/- to move the It- indicator to the desired image and follow steps 2
and 3.

Notes

To d_lete a protected image, first cancel image protection.

• Once you delete an image, you cannot restore it. Check the images to delete carefully
before deleting them,

Deleting all the images

You can delete a|l the unprotected images in a Memory Stick.
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Deleting images

Before operation

[nsmt a Memory Stick into y_ur camcorder.

(1) _'t the ['OWER switch to MEMORY. Make sure thai the lock is set to the left
(unh_'k) position.

(2) l'ress MENU to make the MENU display appear.
(3) Turn the SEL/PUSH EXEC dial to select _, then press the dial.
{4) Turn the SEL/PUSH EXEC dial to select DELETE ALL, then press the dial.
(5) Turn the SEL/PUSI I EXEC dial to select OK, then press the dial. "OK"changes

to "EXECUTE."
(6) Turn the SEL/PUSH EXEC dial to select EXECUTE, then press the dial.

"'DELETING" appears on the LCD screen. When all the unprotected images
are deleted, "COMPLETE" is displayed.

1
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Deleting images

To cancel deleting all the images in the Memory Stick

_:le,.'t _' RETURN in step 4, then press the SEL/PUSH EXEC.

While "DELETING" appears
Do not turn the POWER switch or press any buttons.

If the write-protect tab on the Memory Stickis set to LOCK
You cannot delete images.
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L.opylng the image recoroeo on Memory
Sticks to mini DVtapes

- DCR-TRV10 only
You can copy still images _wtitles recorded on Memory Stick and rec( rd them to a mini
DV tape.

Before operation
Insert a mini DV tape for recording and a Memory Stick into your camcorder.

(1) Set the POWER switch to VTR.

{2) Using the video control buttons, search a point where you want to record the

desired still image. Set the mini DV tape t_playback pause mode.

(3) Press • REC and the button on its right simultaneously on your camcorder.

The mini DV tape is set to the recording pause mode,

(4) Press MEMORY PLAY to play back the still image you want to copy.

(5) Press II to start recording and press II again to stop.

(6) If you have more to copy, repeat steps 4 and 5.

5

I1-11

PAUSE

To stop copying in the middle
Press !

During copying

You cannot operate the following buttons:
MEMORY PLAY, MEMORY INDEX, MEMORY DELETE, MEMORY +, and
MEMORY -.
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Playing back images in a continuous loop - SLIDE SHOW

To view the recorded images on TV

Connect your camcorder to a TV with Ihe A/V connecting cable supplied with your
camcorder before operation.

If you change the Memory Stick during operation
The slide show does not operate. If you change the Memory Stick, be sure to follow th_

steps again from the beginning.



Playing back images in a continuous loop - SLIDE SHOW

To view the recorded images on TV

Connect your camcorder to a TV with tile A/V connecting cable supplied with >nut
camcorder before operation.

If you change the Memory Stick during operation
File slide show does not operate. If you change tile Memory Stick, be sure to fnllow th,
steps again from the beginning.



-- Additional Information --

Usable cassettes

Selecting cassette types

You can use the "'l]l_" mini DV cassette only*. You cannot use any other G!8 ram,

HiI_ Hi8, It Digital& VlISIVHS, _1_] VHSC, SVlI_I _VHS, S[V_ItS[_S-Vtt_, 111Betamax,
• z[_a) ED Betamax or 1_ DY cassette.

* There are two types of mini DV cassettes: with cassette nremory and without cassette

memory. We recommend you to use the tape with cassette uremory.

The IC memory is mounted on this type of mini D]_Lcassette. Your calncorder can read
and write data such as dates of recording or titles, etc. to this memory.

The functions using the cassette memory require successive signals recorded on the
tape. If the tape has a blank portion in the beginning or between the recorded portions,

a title may not be displayed properly or the search functions may not work properly.
Not to make any blank portion on the tape, operate the tollowings.

Press END SEARCH to go to the end of the recorded portion before you begin the next
recording if you operate the followings:

- you have ejected the cassette while recording.
-you have played back the tape in the VTR mode.

you have used the edifsearch function.
If there is a blank portion or discontinuous signal on your tape, re record from the

beginning to the end of the tape concerning above.
The same result may occur when you record using a digital video camera recorder

without a cassette memo W function on a tape recorded by one with the cassette

memory function.
Tapes with cassette memory have (Itl (Cassette Memory) mark. Sony recommends that

you use a tape having (|tl mark to enjoy your camcorder fully.

(lll4K mark on the cassette
The memory capacity of tapes marked with ¢1114K is 4KB. Your camcorder can

accommodate tapes having a memory capacity of up to 16KB, 16KB tape is marked with
Gl116K.

When you play back

Copyright signal
When playing back
Using any other video camera recorder, you cannot record on a tape that has recorded a
copyright control signals for copyright protection of software which is played back on

your camcorder.

When you record

You cannot record software on your carncorder that contains copyright control signals

for copyright protection of software.
"COPY INHIBIT"appears on the LCD screen, in the viewfinder or on the TV screen if

you try to !_ecord such software.
Your camcorder does not record copyright control signals on the tape when it records,
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Usable cassettes

Audio mode
12-bit mode: The original sound can be recorded in stereo 1, and the new sound in

stereo 2 in 32 kHz. The balance between stereo l and stereo 2 can be adjusted by
selecting AUDIO MIX in the MENU settings during playback. Bolh sounds can be

played back.
16-bit mode: A new sound cannot be recorded but the original sound can be recorde_

high quality. Moreover, it can also play back sound recorded in 32 kHz, 44.1 kHz or

kltz. When playing back a tape recorded in the 16-bi! m,.x:le, 16BIT indicator appea_
the LCD screen or in the viewfinder.

When you play back a dual sound track tape

When you play back a dual sound track tape recorded in a stereo system, set "'t tiFi
SOUND" to the desired mode in the MENU settings (p. 72).

Sound from speaker °

HiFi Sound Playing back Playing back a dual
Mode a stereo tape sound track tape

STEREO Stereo Main sound and
sub sound

1 Deft sound Main sound

2 Right sound Sub round

You cannot record dual sound programs on your camcorder.

Notes on the mini DV cassette

When affixing a label on the mini DV cassette
Be sure to affix a label only on the locations as illustrated below so as not to cause
malfunction of your camcorder. [a]

After using the mini DV cassette
Rewind the tape to the begi_ming, put the cassette in its case, and store it in an uprigb

position.

Cleaning gold-plated connector

If the gold-plated connector of mini DV cassettes is dirty or dusty, you may not opera

the function using cassette memory. Clean up the gold-plated connector with cotton-

wool swab, about every 10 times ejection of a cassette. [b]

[a]
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Troubleshooting
IIIIII I

11 \'eu rUL'_ iCLto any problem using your catncorder, use the tt;llowh'_g table In

troublestlont the problem. If the probten_ persists, disconnect the power source and

contact your Sony dealer or k_cal authorized Sony service facility, II "(':E3F3:OE3"

appears on lhe LCD screen or in the viewfinder, the self-diagnosis display fuc_ction has

worked See page 1 to.

In the recording mode

Symptom

START/STOPdoes not operate.

Cause and/or Corrective Actions

• The POWER swit_ set to VI R.

•4 Set it to CAMERA. (p. 15)
• The POWER switch is set to OFF.

Set the POWER switch to CAMERA. (p. 15)
• The tape has run out.

-1 Rewind the tape or insert a new one. (p 14, 25)

• The write-protect t@ is set to expose the red mark.
Use a new tape or slide the tab (p 14)

• The tape is stuck to the drum (moisture condensation).

•4 Remove the cassette and leave your camcorder for at

least 1 hour to acclin'tatize. (p. 120)

Recording stops in a few seconds, • STAD.I !STOP MODE is set to 5SEC or i.

•") Set it to ._. (p. 20)

The power goes off. • While being operated in the CAMERA mode, your
camcorder has been in the standby mode for more than 5
minutes.

Set the POWER switch to OFF and then to CAMERA

again. (p. 15)

The image on the viewfinder screen • The viewfinder lens is not adjusted.
is not clear. "1 Adjust the viewfinder lens. (p. 18)

The Stead}_hot function does not • STEADYSHOT is set to OFF in the MENU settings.
work, @ Set it to ON. {p, 72)

The autofocusing function does not • FOCUS is set to MANUAL.

work. + Set it to AUTO. (p. 45)
• Shooting conditions are not suitable for autofocus.

•_ Set FOCUS to MANUAL to focus manually. (p. 45)

The fader function does not work. " START/STOP iV[ODE is set to 5SEC or _.

"->Set it to _., (p. 20)

•.The digital effect function is working.
Cancel it. (p. 39)

The _ indicator flashes in the • The video heads may be dirty.
viewfinder or on the I,CD screen. '+ Clean the heads using the Sony DVM12CL cleaning

cassette (not supplied). (p. 121)

The picture does not appear in the • The LCD panel is open.
viewflnd,er. + Close the LCD panel. (p. 17)

(continued on the following page)



" The picture is recorded in incorrect
or m_atural colors.

IJicture appears too bright, and the
subject does not appear in the
viewfinder or on the LCD screen.

Troubleshooting

Symptom Cause and/or Corrective Actions

A vertical hand appears when yon • The contrast between the subject and background is tc
sh_l a subjt_cl such as lights or a high. Your camcorder is not a malfunction.
candle flame against a dark
background.

A vertical band appears when you • Your camcorder is not a malfunction.
shoot a very bright subject.

Some tiny white spots appear in the • Slow shutter, low lux or NightShot +Slow shutter mot
viewfinder or on the LCD screen, activated. This is not a malfunction.

An unknown picture is displayed in " If 10 minutes elapse after you set the POWER switch t,
the viewfinder or on the LCD screen. CAMERA or DEMO MODE is set to ON in the MENU

settings without a cassette inserted, your camcorder
automatically starts the demonstration.

at Insert a cassette and the demonstration stops.
• You can also cancel DEMO MODE. (p. 77)

,, NIGHTSHOT is set to ON.

•€ Set it to OFF. (p. 21)

• NIGH'ISHOT is set to ON in a bright place.

•at Set it to OFF, or use the NightShot function in a dar_
place. (p. 21)

The click of the shutter does not " BEEP is set to OFF in the MENU settings,
sound. .€, Set it to MELODY or NORMAL. (p. 72)

In the playback mode

Symptom Cause and/or Corrective Actions

The tape does not move when a • The POWER switch is set to CAMERA or OFF.

video control button is pressed. _ Set it to VTR. (p. 25)
• The tape has run out.

at Rewind the tape. (p. 25)

The playback picture is not clear or • The television's video channel is not adjusted correctl 3
does not appear. 4_ Adjust it. (p. 28)

There are nine horizontal lines on • The video head may be dirty.
the picture or the playback picture _ Clean the heads using the Sony DVM12CL cleaning

is not clear or doe,,not appear, cassette (not supplied). (p. 121)

No sound or only a low sound is • The volume is turned to minimum.

heard when playing back a tape, * Open the LCD panel and press VOLUME +. (p. 25)

• AUDIO MIX is set to ST2 in the MENU settings.
at Adjust AUDIO MIX. (p. 72)

Displaying the recorded date, date • The tape has no cassette memory.
search function does not work. _ Use a tape with cassette memory. (p. 49,109)

• CM SEARCH is set to OFF in the MENU settings.

at Set it to ON. (p. 72)

The title search function does not • The tape has no cassette memory.

work. '-'t Use a tape with cassette memory. (p. 109)
• CM SEARCH is set to OFF in the MENU settings.

at Set it to ON. (p. 72)
• There is no title in the tape.

at Superimpose the titles. (p. 65)
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Troubleshooting

Symptom Cause and/or Corrective Actions

The new _.mnd added to the • AUDIO MIX is set to ST1 side in the MENU settings.
recorded tape is not heard. -) Adjust AUDIO MIX in the MENU settings. (p. 72)

Tile lille is not displayed. • TITLE DSPL is set to OFF in the MENU settings.
-_ Set it to ON in the MENU settings. (p. 72)

The date search or title search does " The tape has a blank portion in the recorded portion

not work correctly. (p. 109)

In the recording and playba_ modes

Symptom Cause and/or Corrective Actions

The power does not turn on. • The battery pack is not installed, or is dead or nearly dead.

•.t, Install a charged battery pack. (p. 9,10)

• The AC power adaptor is not connected to a wall outlet.
-I, Connect the AC power adaptor to a wall outlet. (p. 13)

The end search function does not • The tape was ejected after recording when using a tape
work. without cassette memory.

• You have not recorded on the new cassette yet.

The end search function does not . The tape has a blank portion in the beginning or middle.
work correctly+

The battery pack is quickly • The operating temperature is too low.

discharged. • The battery pack is not fully charged.
Charge the batte D, pack again. (p. 10)

• The battery pack is completely dead, and cannot be

recharged.

÷ Replace with a new battery pack. (p. 9)

The battery remaining indicator does " You have used the battery pack in an extremely hot or

not indicate the correct time. cold environment for a long time.
• The battery pack is completely dead, and cannot be

recharged.
4" Replace with a new battery pack. (p. 9)

• The battery is dead.
4" Use a charged batte D, pack. (p. 9, 10)

• The power source is disconnected.
-> Connect it firmly. (p. 9, 13)

• The bakery is dead.
•'_ Use a charged battery pack or the AC power adaptor.

(p. 9, 13)

• Moisture condensation has occurred.

÷ Remove the cassette and leave your camcorder for at

least I hour to acclimatize. (p. 120)

• The gold-plated connector of the tape is dirty or dusty.
-t, Clean the gold-plated connector. (p. 110)

• The _ REMAIN is set to AUTO in the MENU settings.
4, Set it to ON to always display the remaining tape

indicator. (p. 72)

The cassette cannot be removed from
the holden

The [] and _ indicators flash and no

fimctions except for cassette L3ection
work.

(Ill indicator does not appear when
using a thlSe with cadsette memory.

Remaining tape indicator is not
displayed.

(continued on the following page)
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Troubleshooting

When operating using the Memory Stick

- DCR-TRVIO only

Symptom
]lw Memory Stick d_,s not
ful_t'tiOl_.

Recording d_,s not function.

114

ThL_ image caimot be deleted

"_'_tl cannot format the Mt!morv
Stick.

Deleting all the images cannot be
carried out.

'You cannot protect the image.

You cannot write a print mark on

the still image.

The slide show function does not
work.

The photo save function does not
work.

Others

Symptom
The title is not recorded.

Cause and/or Corrective Actions

• Tbe POWER switch is set to CAMERA.

+ Set it to lvlEMORY. (p. 82)

• The Memory Stick has already been recorded to its full
capacity,

Erase unnecessary images and record again. (p. 102.85)
• The Memory Stick is not inserted.

Insert a Memory Stick. (p. 81)
• Unformatted Memory Stick is inserted.

-I. Format the Meinori_ Stick. (p. 84)
• The write-protect tab on the Memory Stick is _t to LOCK.

Slide the lab in write. (p. 79)

" • Tl\e image is protected.
•+ Cancel image protection. (p. 100)

• The write-protect tab on the Memory Stick is set to LOCK.
+ Set the tab to write. (p. 79)

• Memory Stick is not in_rted.
-1. Insert a Memory Stick. (p. 8l)

• The write-protect tab on the Memory Stick is set to LOCK.
-I. Set the tab to write. (p, 79)

, Memory Stick is not inserted.
Insert a Memo D' Stick. (p, 81)

• The write-protect tab on the Memory Stick is set to LOCK.
Set the tab to write. (p. 79)

• The image to protect is not be played back.
4 Press MEMORY PLAY to play back tire image. (p. 93)

• Memory Stick is not inserted.

Insert a Memory Stick. (p. 81)

• The write-protect tab on the Memory Stick is set to LOCK.
+ Set the tab to write. (p. 79)

• The image to write a print mark is not be played back.
-) Press MEMORY PLAY to play back the image. (p. 93)

• Memory Stick is not inserted.
+ Insert a Memory Stick. (p. 81)

• Memory Stick is not inserted.
Insert a Memory Stick. (p. 81)

• The write-protect tab on the Memory Stick is set to LOCK.
•")Set the tab to write. (p. 79)

• Memory Stick is not inserted.
Insert a Memory Stick. (p. 81)

Cause and/or Corrective Actions

• The tape has no cassette memory.
Use a tape with cassette memory. (p. 109)

• The cassette memory is full.
Erase another title. (p. 67)

• The tape is set to prevent accidental erasure.
Slide the write-protect tab so that red portion is not
visible. (p. 14)

• Nothing is recorded in that position on the tape.
") Superimpose the.title to the recorded position. (p. 65)



"roubleshooting

,ymptom Cause and/or Corrective Actions

he cas_tte label is not recorded. " The tape has no cassette memory.
+ Use a tape with cassette memory. (p. 109)

• The cassette memory is full.
Erase some titles. (p. 67)

• The tape is set to prevent accidental erasure.
4. Slide the write-protect tab so that red portion is not

visible. (p. 14)

Vhile editing using the i.LINK cable • Remove the i.LINIK cable (DV connecting cable), and
DV cormecting cable), recording connect it again.
_icture cannot be monitored.

)V synchrn-editing does not
unction.

DCR-TRV10 only)

['he picture from a TV or VCR does

lot appear even when your
:amcorder is connected to outputs
an the "IV or VCR.

rh_, Remote Commander supplied

with your camcorder does not work.

Fhe melody or beep sounds for 5
seconds.

While charging the battery pack, no

indicator appears or the indicator
flashes in the display window.

No function works though the
power is on.

• The input selector on the VCR is not set correctly.
4. Set the selector to DV input position. If you use another

DV camcorder, set the power switch to VTR.
• The-camcorder is connected to DV equipment of other

than Sony.
4. Operate normal editing.

• Setting program on a blank portion of the tape is
attempted.
4, Set the program again on a recorded portion.

• DISPLAY is set to V-OUT/LCD in the MENU settings.
4, Set it to LCD. (p. 72)

• COMMANDER is set to OFF in the MENU settings.
a, Set it to ON. (p. 72)

• Something is blocking the infrared rays.
4, Remove the obstacle.

• The batteries are inserted in the battery holder with the + -
polarities incorrectly matching the + - marks.
4, Insert the batteries with the correct polarity. (p. 132)

* The batteries are dead.

4, Insert new ones. (p. 132)

• Moisture condensation has occurred.
4, Remove the cassette and leave your camcorder for at

least I hour to acclimatize. (p. 120)
• Some troubles has occurred In your camcorder.

4, Remove the cassette and insert it again, then operate
your camcorder.

• The AC power adaptor is discom'tected.
4, Connect it firmly. (p. 13)

• Something is wrong with the battery pack,
4, C'ontact-your Sony dealer or local authorized Sony

service facility.

• Disconnect the power cord of the AC power adaptor or,
remove the batter},; then reconnect it in about 1 minute.
Turn the power on. If the functions still do not work open
the LCD panel and press the RESET button beside the
speaker using a sharp-pointed object. (If you press the
RESET button, all the settings includIng the date and time
return to the default.) (p. 127)

!
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Self-diagnosis display

Ytmr camcorder has a self diagnosis display
tunction.
This function displays tile current conditinn of
your camcorder as a 5-digi! code (a combinatitm of

a letter and figures) m the viewtinder, on the LCD
screen or in the display window. If a 5 digit code is

displayed, check the to[lowing code chart. The last
two digits (indicated by IZllZl)will differ depending

on tilt" state o[ your camcorder.

Viewfinder (or LCD screen)

Self-diagnosis display

°C:_UI:UID

YOU Call service youl ¢TdlncorOer

yoursell.
° E:_E]:CIVq

(_7Olltilct\'otlr _(1V dealer or local
autborizt, d ,'-k_nvf'acililv

Five-digit display

C:04:[Z]_

C:21:LJIZ]

C:22:DC1

C:31:OD

C:32:D[D

E:61:[Z]EZI

E:62:rqE]

Cause and/or Corrective Actions

• Yon are using a batter), pack that is nol an

"InfoI,ITHIUM" battery pack.
"+ Use an "(nfoI.ITttlUM" battery pack (p. 12)

• Moisture condensation has occurred.

@ Remove the cassette and leave your camcnrder for at

least 1 hour to acclimatize. (p. 120)

• The video heads are dirty.
+ Clean the heads using the Sony DVM12CL cleaning

cassette (not supplied). (p. 121)

• A malfunction other than the above that you can service
has occurred.

+ Remove the cassette and insert it again, then operate

your camcorder.
+ Disconnect the power cord of the AC power adaptor or

remove tire battery pack. After recolmecting the power

source, operate your cameorder.

,, A malfunction that you cannot service has occurred.

+ Contact your Sony dealer or local authorized Sony
service facility and inform them of the 5-digit code.

(example: E:61:10)

If you are unable to rectify the problem even if you try corrective actions a few times,
contact your Sony dealer or local authorized Sony service facility.
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Naming indicators and messages

tf ir, dicators and messages appear in the viewfinder, on the LCD scroen or in the display
window, check the folh_wing:

_ the page in parentheses "( )" tor more information.
• The wamirtg messages do no|appear in tile mirror mode.
• The indicators and messages are displayed in yellow.

Warning indicators

The video heads are dirty

Slow flashing:
• You need to clean the heads using the _my DVM12CL cleaning

cassette (nol supplied) (p. 121).

The battery is dead or nearly
dead

Slow flashing:
• The battery is nearly dead.

Fast flashing:
• The batte D, is dead (p. 10).

Depending on conditions, the c\n

indicator may flash, even if there
are 5 to 10 minutes remaining.

Warning indicator as to tape --

Slow flashing:

• The tape is near the end.
• No tape is inserted (p. 14).*

Fast flashing:

• The tape has run out (p. 14, 25).*
• The write-protect tab on the

cassette is out (red) (p. 14).*

-- Moisture condensation has occurred*

Fast flashing:

• Eject the cassette, turn off yonr
carncnrder, and leave it for about 1 hour

witt'_ the cassette compartment open

(p. 120).

_- Warning indicator as to cassette

memory
Slow flashing:
• No tape with cassette memory is

inserted (p. 14).*

if------ Self-diagnosis display (p. 116)
i I ,

• _:. iC:21:00
I /

- _-\_ B _ % --.p- Warning indicator as to

_r=_ __ o-. --1 Memory Stick (DCR-TRV10
| only)
| Stow flashing:

• No Memory Stick is inserted

(p. 81)2
• Memory Stick is not formatted

correctly (p. 84).

You need to eject the cassette

Slow flashing:
,,The write-protect tab on the cassette is rout

(red) (p. 14).*

Fast flashing:
• Moisture condensation has occurred

(p. 120).
• "l'he tape has run out (p. 14, 25).*

• The self-diagnosi_display function is
activated (p. 116).*

The still image is protected
(DCR-TRV1O only)

Slow flashing:
• The still image is protected

(p. 100):

£K
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Warning indicators and messages

Warning messages
• CL(.'KTK SET Re,_,t the date and time (p. 78).

• For "InfoLITItlUM" U_ an "lnIoLIHIUM" batt_,,ry pack (p. 12).
BATTERY ONLY

• I_ CLEANING CASSETTE

The video heads are dirty (p, 121),

• _ FULL The tape cassette memory is full

,, _ 16BIT AUDIO MODE is set to 16BIT.* You cannot dub new sound

(p. 76).

• _ REC MODE REC MODE is set to LP.* You cannot dub new sound (p. 76).

• _ TAPE There is no recorded portion on the tape. You cannot dub new

sount_l (p. 109).

• _ "i.LINK" CABLE i.LINK cabte is comaected (p, 55),* You cannot dub new soue.d.

• _-] FULL The Memory Stick is fulL" (DCR-TRV10 only) {p. 92)

• _ _ The wrile-protect tab on tile Memory Stick is set to LCY,2K

(p. 79).* (LK2R-FRV10 only)

• _ No still image is recorded on the Memory Stick (p. 85).*

(DCR-TRV10 only)

• _ NO MEMORY STICK

No Memory Stick is inserted, {DCR-TRV10 only) (p. 81)

* You hear the melody or beep sound.
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Using your camcorder abroad

Using your camcorder abroad

You can use your camcorder in any country or area with the AC power adaptor
supplied with your camcorder within 100 V to 240 V AC,
50/60 Hz.

When charging the battery pack, use a commercially available AC plug adaptor [a], if

necessary, depending on the design of the wall outlet [b].

[aI [b]

Your camcorder is an Nr[SC system based camcorder. If you want to view the playback
picture on a TV, it must be an NTSC system based *TVwith VIDEO/AUDIO input jack.

The following shows TV color systems used overseas.

NTSC system
Bahama Islands, Bolivia1, Canada, Central America, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Jamaica,

Japan, Korea, Mexico, Peru, Surinam, Taiwan, the Philippines, the U.S.A., Venezuela,
etc.

PAL system
Australia, Austria, Belgium, China, Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland, Germany, Great

Britain, Holland, Hong Kong, Italy, Kuwait, Malaysia, New Zealand, Norway, Portugal,

Singapore, Slovak Republic, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Thailand, etc.

PAL-M system
Brazil

PAL-N system
Argentina, Paraguay, Uruguay

SECAM system
Bulgaria, France, Guyana, Hungary, iran; Iraq, Monaco, Poland, Russia, Ukraine, etc.

Simple setting of clock by time difference

You can easily set the clock to the local time by setting a time difference. Select WORLD

TIME in the MENU settings. See page 72 for more information.

CL
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Maintenance information and
precautions

Moisture condensation

I! Your camcorder is brought directly from a cold place to a warm place, moisture may
condense inside your camcorder, on the surface of the tape, or nn the lens. In this

condition, the tape may stick to the head drum and be damaged or your camcorder may
not operate correctly. If there is moisture inside your canlcorder, the beep s,_unds and
the [] indicator flashes'. When the A indicator flashes at the same lime, the cassette is

inserted in your camcorder. If moisture condenses on the lens, the indicator will not

,_ppear.

If moisture condensation occurred

None of the functions except cassette eiection will work. Eject the cassette, turn olf your
camcorder, and leave it tot about 1 hour with the cassette compartment open. Your
camcorder can be used again if the [] indicator does not appear when the power is

turned on again.

Note on moisture condensation

Moistnre may condense when you bring your camcorder from a cold place into a warm

place (or vice versa) or when you use your camcorder in a hot place as follows:

"You bring your camcorder fiom a ski slope into a place warmed up by a heating
device

.. You bring your camcorder from an air-conditioned car or room into a hot place
outside

• You use your camcorder after a sqtla!l or a shower
• You use your camcorder in a high temperature and humidity place

How to prevent moisture condensation
When you bring your camcorder from a cold place into a warm place, put your

cameorder in a plastic bag and tightly seal it. Remove the bag when the air temperature
inside the plastic bag has reached the surrounding temperature (after about 1 hour).
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laintenance information and precautions

Maintenance information

Cleaning the video head
To ensure normal recording anti clear pictures, clean the video heads. The video head

may be dirty when:
• mosaic-pattern noise appears on tile playback picture.

• playback pictures do not move.
• playback pictures do not appear.
• the _ indicator and "_ CLEANING CASSETFE" message appear one after another

or the _ indicator flashes on the LCD screen or in tl_ viewfinder.

If the above problem, [a] or [b] occurs, clean the video heads for 10 seconds with the
Sony DVM12CL cleaning cassette (not supplied). Check the picture and if the above

problem persists, repeat cleaning.

[a] [hi

or

Cleaning the LCD screen
If fingerprints or dust make the LCD screen dirty, we recommend using a LCD

Cleaning Kit (not supplied) to clean the LCD screen.

Charging the vanadium-lithium battery in your camcorder

Your camcorder is supplied with a vanadium-lithium batte D" installed so as to retain

the date and time, etc., regardless of the setting of the POWER switch. The vanadium-
lithium battery is always charged as long as you are using your eamcorder. The battery,

however, will get discharged gradually if you do not use your camcorder. It will be

completely discharged in about a half year if you do not use your camcorder at all. Even
if the vanadium-lithium battery is not charged, it will not affect the camcorder

operation. To retain the date and time, ete.,'eharge the battery if the battery is
discharged.

Charging the vanadium-lithium_attery:
• Connect your camcorder to house current using the AC power adaptor supplied with

your camcorder, and leave your camcorder with the POWER switch turned off for
more than 24 hours.

• Or h_stall the hilly charged battery pack in your camcorder, and leave your camcorder
with the POWER switch turned off for more than 24 hours.

3'
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Maintenance information and precautions

122

Precautions

Camcorder operation
•Operate >ourcamcorder on 7.2V (batterypack)or _.4VIAL' power adaptorL
• For l)(_ or A(." operatioil, rise the accessories recoilllllellded ill [lliS oper_ltiug

i[lSII'uL lid.ms

• If any solid ohlect or liquid get reside the casillg, uophlg your camcorder and have it

checked by a Sony dealer before operating it an} lurlher.
• Avoid rough handling m" mechanical shock. Be particularly careful of the lens

• Keep the POWER switch set to OFF when you are not using your camcordel
• Do m.)t wrap your camcorder with a towel, for example, and operate it. Dnillg so

might cause heat to build up inside.
• Keep your camcorder away from strong magnetic fields or mechm_ical vibra|ion.

• Do not touch the I.CD screen with your fingers or a sharp-pointed object.

• If your cameorder is used in a cold place, a residual image ma} appear on the LCD
screen. This is not a malfuncti]m

• While using your camcorder, the back ot the LCD screen may heat up. This is not a
malfunction.

On handling tapes
•Do not insert an_ thing into the small holes on the rear of the cassette. These holes are

used tosense the type and thickness of the tape and it the recording tab is m or out.

• Do not open the tape protect cow, r or touch the tape

• Avoid touching ol damaging the terminals. To remove dust, clean the terminals with
a soft cloth.

Camcorder care
• Remove the tape, and periodically turn on the power, operate the CAMERA and VTR

sections and play back a tape tor about 3 minutes ,/,,hen your camcorder is not to be

used for a long time.
',Clean the lens with a soft brush to remove dust. If there are fingerprints on the lens,

remove them with a soft cloth.

• Clean the camcorder body with a dry soft cloth, or a soft cloth lightly moistened with

a mild detergent solution. Do not use any type of solvent which may damage the
finish,

° Do not let sand get into your camcorder. When you use your eamcorder on a sandy
beach or in a dusty place, protect it from the sand or dust. Sand or dust may cause

your camcorder to malfunction, and sometimes this malfunction cannot be repaired.

AC power adaptor
• Unplug theunit from the wall outlet when you are not using the unit for a long time.

To disconnect the pojrver cord, pull it out by the plug, Never pull the power cord itself

• Do not operate the unit with a damaged cord or if the unit has been dropped or
damaged.

• Do not bend the power cord forcibly, or place a heavy object on it This will damage
the cord and may cause fire or electrical shock.

• Prevent metallic objects from coming into contact with the metal parts of the
connecting section, If this happens, a short may occur and the unit may be damaged.

• Always keep metal contacts clean.
• Do not disassemble the unit.

• Do not apply rnechanical shock or drop the unit,
• While the unit is in use, particularly during charging, keep it away from AM receivers

and video equipment, AM receivers and video equipment disturb AM reception and

video operation.



Maintenance information and precautions

• The unit btKomes warm during use. This is not a malfunction.
• Do not place the unit in ltKations that are:

- Extremely hot or cold
- Dusty or dirty

- Very humid

Vibrating

Battery pack
• Use only the specified charger or video equipment with the charging function.

"To prevent accident from a short circuit, do not allow metal objects to come into
contact with the battery terminals. _'-

• Keep the battery pack away from fire.

• Never expose the battery pack to temperatures above 140°F (60°C), such as in a car
parked in the sun or under direct sunlight.

• Keep the battery pack dry.
• Do not expose the battery pack to any mechanical shock.

• Do not disassemble nor modify the battery pack.

• Attach the battery" pack to the video equipment securely.
• Charging while some capacity remains does not affect the original battery capacity.

Notes on dry batteries
"l_) avoid possible damage from batter}," leakage or corrosion, obserw" thL, following:

* Be stlre to insert the batteries with the + - polarities matched to the + - marks.
• Dry batteries are not rechargeable.
• Do not use a combination of new and old batteries.

• Do not use different types of batteries.

• Current flows from batteries when you are not using them for a long time.

• Do not use leaking batteries.

If batteries are leaking

• Wipe off the liquid in the battery compartment carefully before replacing the batteries.
• If you touch the liquid, wash it off with water.

• If the liquid get into your eyes, wash your eyes with a lot of water and then consult a
doctor.

If any problem occurs, unplug your camcorder and contact your nearest Sony dealer.
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Specifications

Video camera
recorder

System

Video recording system
2 rotar\ heads

I h'licai scamm_g s?.Mem
Audio recording system

pllotar} heads, PCM sxstem
Quanlization: t2 bits(Fs 32 kl D,
stereo I, stereo 2), !6 bit_
{Fs 48 kHz, stereoi
Video signal
N r.q4_-color, EIA standards
Usable cassette
Mini DV cassette with fie _""|_"

mark printed
Tape speed
SP: Appmx 1881 minis
LP: Appro×. 12 56 mm/s
Recording/playback time (usmg
cassette DVM60)
SP 1 botH
LP: 1.5 hours

Fastforward/rewind time (using
cassette DVM60)

Approx. 1 ram. and 45 seconds
(AC power adaplor)
Approx. 2 mix and 30 seconds
(battery pack)
Viewfinder
Electric viewfinder (color)

Image device
1/4 inch CCD (Charge Coupled
Nvice)

Approx 680,000 pixels
(Effective: Approx M0,000 pixels)
Lens

Conlbmed power zoom lens
Filter diameter 30 mm.

(1 3/16 in)
10× (Optical), 120x (Digital)
Focal length
5/32 - 1 5/16 in. (3.3 - 33 ram)
When conw, rted to a 35 mm still

camera

1 11/16 - 16 5/8 in. (42 - 420 mm)
Color temperature
Auto, HOLD (Hold), _,,6slndoor
(3200K), _: Outdoor (5800K)
Minimum illumination

5 lux (F 1.7)
0 lux (m the NightShot mode)**
** Objects unable to be seen due

to the dark can be shot _aitb

infrared lighting.

Inp_ut connectors

S video input#output
4-pin mini DIN
Luminance signal: 1 Vp-p,
75 ohms, unbalanced
Chrominance signal: 0.286 Vp-p,
75 ohms, unbalanced

Audio/Video input/output
A\" MINI IAL'K, I Vp p .'5 ohms
tlllbdk_lwt.,d, S\'I_C Ilegatl% e

327 inV. tat otltp_It m_ped.mcc
lll_lrt, titan 47 kih_l_msl

I.)tltptll ill_i_t'tt,lllt t' I'_ iib less tit,Ill

2 2 ki!ohmslStereo n_iilibl_'k

10 3.Snlnl)
[llpul inlpt'dance tl_olt' than

47 kilohm>

_, DV input/output

4-pm connedor
Headphone jack
Stereo mmiiack (o 3.5 ram)
LANC control jack
Stereo mini miniDck to 2.5 inint
MIC jack
Minijack, I1388 mV Imv
iinpedall,.e with 25 to 3 0 V IX',
output impedante t_8 kiio0m.
(o 3.5 mm)
Sieieo type

LCD screen

Picture
3.5 inchcs measured diagonally
2 7/8 × 2 m (724 × 50.4 ram)
Total dot number
DCR-TRV8:105,380 (479 x 220)
DCR-TRV10:184,580 (839 × 220)

General

Power requirements
7.2 V (batter)' pack)
8 4 V (AC Fn_wer adaptor)
Average power consumption
(when using the battery pack)
During camera recording using
LCD
DCR-TRV8:3 6W
DCR-TRV10: 38W
Viewfinder
2.9 W

Operating temperature
32 °F to 104 °F (0 %- to 40 <'C)

Storage temperature
M °F to +140 °F (-20 °C to +60 °C)
Dimensions (Approx.)
2 3/4 × 3 5/8 × 6 1/4 in
(67.5 × 89 × 157.5 ram) (w/h/d)
Mass (approx.)
DCR-TRVS:

1 lb 6 oz (630 g)
DCR-TRV10:

1 lb 6 oz (650 g)
excluding the battery pack,
cassette and shuulder strap
DCR-TRV8:

1 lb 9 oz (730 g)
DCR-TRV10:

1 lb 10 oz (750 g)
including the battery pack.
NP-FM50, cassette DVM60,

lens cap and shoulder strap
Supplied accessories

See page 8

AC power adaptor
Power requirements
It_ - 240 V Aft, 5111_ t tz
Power consumption
23 W
Output voltage
IK" ell1": 84 V, 1,5 A in lbe

operat icl_. I mode?

Operating temperature
32 "|; to 104 <'Fill 'C to 40 %'1
Storage temperature
--t °F to + 140 °F (-20 'C to +l,a) Ll
Dimensions (approx.)
5 x 1 9/10 x 2 1/2 in

( 125 x 3q x _2 mr€0 (wib!d)
e\cludmg projecting parts
Mass (approx.)
98 oz (28!1 g)
exchlding power cord
Cord length (approx.)
Power cord: 6.6 feet (2 m/

Connecting cord: 52 feet 116 mi

Battery pack
Output voltage
IX" 7.2 V

Capacity
8 5 _q_
Dimensions (approx.)
1 9/16 x 13/16 x 2 1/4 in,

(38.2 x 20.5 x 55,6 ram) (w!b/d)
Mass (approx.)
2.7 oz (76 g)
Type
Lithium ion

Memory Stick
(DCR-TRVlO only)

Memory
Flash memory
4MB: MSA 4A
Operating voltage
2.7-3.6V
Power consumption
Approx. 45mA in the operating
mode
Approx. 130FA in the standby
mode
Dimensions (approx.)
2 × 1/8 x7/8 in.
(50 × 2.8 × 215 ram) (w/h/d)
Mass (approx.)
0.14 oz (4 g)

Design and specifications are
subject to change without notice
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- Quick Reference --

,,dentifying the parts and controls

Camcorder

[]

[]

[] Viewfinder lens adjustment lever
(p. 18)

[] OPEN button (p. 15)

[] SEL/PUSHEXECdial (p. 32, 72)

[] PHOTO button (p. 30, 85)

[] BATT release lever (p. 9)

_1 PROGRAM AE button (p. 43)

[] EXPOSUREbutton (p. 44)

This mark indicates that this product is a genuine accessory for Sony

video products.
When purchasing Sony video products, Sony recommends that you

purchase accessories with this "GENUINE VIDEO ACCESSORIES"
mark.

t
Mini "V c_'_a=IX ...... C'_'o'oL"_u"Q f,.co_ow,, -- %.1 I Memo,/

MEMRRY ST_CK

These are trademarks.

[]
,O
€.
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Identifying the parts and controls

8_ Focus ring (p. 45)

[] Camera recording lamp (p. 15)

[_ Infrared rays emitter (p. 21,29)

[] Microphone

[] FOCUS switch (p. 45)

[] Viewfinder (p. 9, 18)

Display window (p. IM)

Remote sensor (p. 132)

[] BACK LIGHT button (p. 21)

FADER button (p. 34)

f
Note on the Carl Zeiss lens

Your camcorder is equipped with a Carl Zeiss lens which can reproduce a fine

image.
The lens for your camcorder was developed jointly by Carl Zeiss, in Germany, and

Sony Corporation. It adopts the MTF* measurement system for video camera and
offers a quality as the Carl Zeiss lens

* MTFds an abbrevia_;ion of Modulation Transfer Function/Factor.

The value number indicates the amount of light of a subject penetrating into the
lens,
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Identifying the parts and controls

[]

[] LCD screen (p. 17)

[] LCD BRIGHT buttons (p. 17)

[] VOLUME buttons (p. 25)

[] RESET button (p. 115)

MEMORY PLAY button (p. 93, 98)
(EK'R-TRV10 only)

.... J

[]

[]
MEMORY INDEX button

(DCR- I'RV10 only) (p. 94)

124_ MEMORY + button

(IX_R-TRVI0 only) (p. 93, 98)

MEMORY - button

(DCR-TRV10 only) (p. 93, 98)

2_ MEMORY DELETE button

(DCR-TRVt0 only) (p. 102)

r_

• Intelligent
_ AccessoryShoe

Notes on the intelligent accessory shoe
• The intelligent accessory shoe-supplies power to optional accessories such as a video

light or microphone.

• The intelligent accessory shoe is linked to the POWER switch, allowing you to turn

the power supplied by the shoe on and off. R_fer to the operating instructions of the
accessory for further information.

• The intelligent accessory shoe has a safety device for fixing the installed accessory
securely. To connect an accesser},, press down and push it to the end, and then tighten

"the screw.

• To remove an accessory, loosen the screw, and then press down and pull out the

accessory
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Identifying the parts and controls

[]

[] []

Power zoom lever (p. l_I)

3_ ACCESS lamp (DCR-TRV10 only) (p. 81)

[] Hooks for shoulder strap

[] START/STOP button (p. 15)

_t LASER LINK button (p. 2q)

i40_ EDITSEARCH buttons (p. 24)

Lock (DCR-TRV10 only) (p. 16)

L4_ POWER switch (p. 15)

Attaching the shoulder strap
Attach the shoulder strap supplied with your camcorder to the hooks for the shoulder

strap,

• What is'LASER LINK?

The LASER LINK system sends and receives pictures and sound between video

equipment having the _ mark by using infrared rays.
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Identifying the parts and controls
iiiiiiii

[]

[]

[]

[]

Video control buttons (p. 25, 27, 58)
• ST(.)P (stop)

REW (rewind)
I1_ PLAY {playback)

FF (fastforward}
II PAUSE (pause)
• REC (recording)
The control buttons light up when you
set the POWER switch to VTR,

MEMORY OPEN button

(DCR-TRV10 only) (p. 81)

[45] MEMORY EJECT button

(DCR-TRV10 only) (p. 81)

[_ Intelligent accessory shoe (p. 61,127)

[] +SLOW SHTR button (p. 21)

NIGHTSHOT switch (p. 21)

[] Grip strap

Fastening the grip strap

Fasten the grip strap firmly.
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Identifying the parts and controls

[]

[]

]r

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

_ DV IN/OUT jack (p. 55) []
This "LLINK" mark is a trademark of Sony
Corporation and indicates that this []

product is in agreement with IEEE 1394-
1995 specifications and their revisions.

The [ DV IN/OUT jack is i.L1NK

compatible.

[] _ (headphones) jack []
When you use headphones, the speaker on []
your camcorder is silent.

[]
[] LANC I_ control jack

LANC stands for Local Application []

Control Bus System. The !,_ control jack is
used for controlling the tape transport of

video equipment and other peripherals
connected to the video equipment. This

jack has the same function as the jack
indicated as CONTROL L or REM(YlT_.

--_ OPEN/EJECT lever (p. 14)

Tripod receptacle
Make sure that the length of the tripod
screw is less than 9/32 inch (6.5 ram).

Otherwise, you cannot attach the tripod

securely and the screw may damage
your camcorder.

S VIDEO jack (p. 28, 54, 58)

DC IN jack (p. 13)

AUDIO/VIDEO jack (p. 28, 54, 58)

MIC jack (PLUG IN POWER) (p. 61)
Connect an external microphone
(not supplied). This jack also accepts

a "plug-in-power" microphone.

m

€

_0
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Identifying the parts and controls

Remote Commander

1he btltlons that ha\l' lhe sdlne 11,1Me 011 the [_ellloh.,_'o[111_lalldL'l _Is on "_our _1|n_ol'd_'r

|un_'tinl_ idelltic,ll_vto lhe h_iHons on \ our camcorder

RMT-808 RMT-Bll

[1] PHOTO button (r. 30, 851

[2 t DISPLAY button (p. 26)

13] Memory control buttons
(1)CR-TI?.V 10 only) (p. 93, 94, 98)

[4_ SEARCH MODE button (p. 49, 51, 52)

[] _/IH_t buttons (p. 49, 51, 52)

[] Video control buttons (p. 27)

[] REC button (p. 58, 105)/MARK button
(DCR-TRV10 only) (p. 57)

[8_1AUDIO DUB button (p. 63}

[_] DATA CODE button (p. 26)

1_ Power zoom button (p. 19)

START/STOP button (p. 15)

112jTransmitter
Point toward the remote sensor to

control your camcorder after turning on

your camcorder.

ZERO SET MEMORY button (p. 48, 58)

To prepare the Remote Commander
insert 2 size AA (R6) batleries by matching the + and polarities on the batteries to
the + marks inside the battery compartment,

132

Notes on the Remote Commander
• Point the remote sensor away from strong light sources such as direct sunlight or

overhead lighting. Otherwise, the Remote Commander may not function properly.
• Your camcorder works in the commander mode VTR 2. Commander modes 1, 2 and 3

are used to distinguish your camcorder from other Sony VCRs to avoid remote control
misoperation. If you use another Sony VCR in the Commander mode VTR 2, we
recommend changing the commander mode or covering the sensor of the VCR with
black paper.



Identifying the parts and controls

Operation indicators

[] i [][]
[] _120rain t_]_[] --E []

"ST I L LIIIIIIII []
16_ -16:9WIDE

NEG. ART _ -- -" []
SEARCN

[] Cassette memory indicator (p. 109)

[] Remaining battery time indicator

(p. 20)

[] Zoom indicator (p. 19)/Exposure
indicator (p. 44)/Data file name
indicator (DCR-TRV10 only) (p. 79)

Digital effect indicator (p. 39)/
M.CHROM/M.LUMI/C,CHROM

indicator (DCR-TRV10 only) (p. 98)

[] FLD./FRAME indicator (DCR-TRVIKI

only) (p. 85)/16:9WIDE indicator
(p. 32)/FADER indicator (p. 34)

[] Picture effect indicator (p. 36)

[] Data code indicator (p. 26)

[] LCD bright indicator (p. 17)/Volume
indicator (p. 25)

[] PROGRAM AE indicator (p. 43)

[] Backlight indicator (p, 21)

[] SteadyShot off indicator (p. 73)

1_ Manual focus/Infinity indicator (p, 45)

"i_ Recording mode indicator (p. 76)

[] Standby/Recording indicator (p. 15)/
Video control mode indicator (p. 27)1
Image quality mode indicator
(DCR-TRV10 only,) (p: 82)

[] NIGHTSHOT indicator (p. 21)

[] Warning indicators (p. ]17)

o

_o

&
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Identifying the parts and controls

1171Tape counter indicator (p 48)/5SEC mode
indicator (p. 201/Time code indicator
(p. 20)/Self-diagnosis indicator (p. I lo1/
Photo mode indicator (p. _])/Image
number indicator (l_'H TRV|O only)
(,p, 94)

[] Remaining tape indicator (p. 207/
Memory playback indicator

(DCR-TRV 10 only) (p. cJ4)

[] ZERO SET MEMORY indicator (p. 48)

[] END SEARCH indicator (p. 24)

[] Audio mode indicator (p. 76)

[]

[]

@

Data file name indicator

(DCR-TRVIO only1

This indicator appears when the
M,CHROM/M.I.UMI/C.CHROM
functions work.

Continuous mode indicator

(DCR-TRV It) only) (p. 86)

Video flash ready indicator (p. 3(I)

This indicator appears when you use the

video flash light (not supplied).

Self-timer indicator (p. 23)

Display window

I 0,00,0o ]I U'UrJ'UOmin u,r_-]FULL

m........___L......; t
[]

[]

[] Remaining battery time indicator
(p. lO)/Tape counter (p. 48)/
Memory counter (DCR-TRV10 only)
(p. 94)/Time code indicator (p. 20)

FULLcharge indicator (p. 10)

[] Remaining battery indicator (p. 10)
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 uick Function Guide

Functions to adjust exposure (in the recording mode)

"In a dark place

• In insufficient light
• In dark environments such as sunset,

fireworks, or general night views

• Shooting backlit subjects IBACK LIGH1 (p. 21)

• In spotlight, such as at the theater or a formal Spotlight mode (p. 42)
event

• In strong light or reflected light, such as at a
beach in midsummer or on a ski slope

NIGHTSHOT (p. 21)

Low lux mode (p. 42)

Sunset & moon mode (p. 42)

Beach & ski mocle (p. 42)

Functions to give images more impact (in the recording mode)
• Smooth transition between scenes

• Taking a still picture

• Digital processing of images

• Creating a soft background for subjects

• Superimposing a title

FADER (p. 33)

PHOTO (p. 30)

PICTURE EFFECT/P- 36)./

- DIGII'AL EFFECT (p 38)

Soft portrait mode (p. 42)

TIT1,E (p. 65)

Functions to give a natural appearance to your recordings
(in the recording mode)

• Preventing deterioration of picture quality in D ZOOM [MENUI (p. 72)

digital zoom

• Focusing manually Manual focus (p. 45)

• Shooting distant subjects landscape mode (p. 42)

• Recording fast-moving subjects Sports lesson mode (p, 42)

Functions to use in editing (in the recording mode)

• Watching the picture on a wide-screen TV Wide mode (p, 32)

• Viewing images using a personal computer Memory Stick (p. 79)
(DCR-TRV10 only)

Functions to use after recording (in the playback mode)

• Digital processing of recorded images PICTURE EFFECT (p. 46)/

• Displaying the date/time or various settings
when you recorded

• Quickly locating a desired scene

• ,Searching for scenes having a title

• Searching for scenes recorded in the photo
mode

• Scanning scenes recorded in the photo mode

i_laying hack on moIlaaral sotmd or sub
sound

• Playing back the picture on a TV without
connecting a cord

DIGITAL EFFECT (p. 47)

Data code (p. 26)

Zero set memory (p. 48)

Title search (p. 51,)

Photo search (p. 52)

Photo scan (p, 53)

HiFi SOUN'D (MENU] (p. 72)

LASER LINK (p, 29)

_O

P_
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A,B

AC power adaplor ................. It)
Adjusting view finder ............. 18
ANTI GROUND SIK_:DTING

................................................ "_['1

Audio dubbing ....................... t,I
AUDIO MIX ............................ 8.'4
Audio me,de ............................ 78
AUTO St] rR ............................ 73

AtCVconnt_.'ting cable
................................ 28, 54, 5,5

BACK LIGHT ......................... 21

Batter 3,pack ............................... 9
BeeF .......................................... 77
BOUNCE .................................. 33

C_ D

Camera dlromakey ................ 96
Cassette memory ............. 6, 109
Chargiug battery .................. 10
Charging vanaditml+li01ium

batten ..............................121
Clock s_'l ............................... 78

Connection

(viewing on TV) ................... 28
(dubbing a taw) .................. 54

Continuous .............................. 86
Data code ................................. 26
Date search .............................. 49
DEMO ...................................... 77
DIGITAL EFFECT .................. 38
DISPLAY .................................. 26

Dual sound track tape .......... 110
Dubbing a tape ........................ 54
DV connecting cable ............... 55

E

EDITSEARCH ......................... 24
END SEARCH ................... 24, 27

Exposure .................................. 44
External microphone (not

supplied) ............................. 131

F.G,H
FADER ..................................... 33
Fade in/out .............................. 33
FLASH MOTION .................... 38
FOCUS ...................................... 45
Format ...................................... 84

Full charge ............................... 10
Grip strap ............................... 130
Heads ...................................... 121

Headphone iack .................... 131
HiFi SOUND ........................... 74
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I, J, K, L
i.I.INK ..................................... 131

Image prot_'x'tioo ................... 1011
hnage quality me,de ............... 82
INDEX [Multiple) display ... q4
"In{_._LITttlU M" battery ........ 12
hffrared rays emitter .... 21.29
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Labeling a cassette .............. 70
LANC ................................. 131
LASER LINK .......................... 29
I.CD ._reen .............................. 17
LUMINANCEKEY ................ 38

M0 N" +

Main sound ............................ 74
Manual focus ...................... 45

Memory chromake.v ........... 97
Memory lummancekey ......... 97
Memory Stick ..................... 79

Menu settings .......................... 72
Mirror m(Kle ............................ 17
Moisture conden_'ttion ........ 120
MONOTONE .......................... 33
Mosaic fader ............................ 33
NIGHTSHOT .......................... 21

NightShot +Slow shutter ....... 22
Normal charge ........................ 10
NTSC system ......................... 119

O,P.Q
OLD MOVIE ........................... 38

Operation indicators ............ t33
OVERLAP ................................ 33
Photo scan ................................ 53
Photo search ............................ 52

Photo recording ...................... 30
PICTURE EFFECT .................. 36
Picture search .......................... 27

Playback pause ........................ 27
Power sources

(house current) ..................... 13
(car battery) .......................... 13
(battery pack) ......................... 9

Power zoom ............................ 19
Print mark .......................... 101
PROGRAM AE ................ 42

R

Rec re\ iew ............................... 24

Recording time ........................ I 1
Remaining battery time

indicator ................................ 20

Remaining tape indicator ...... 20
Remote corn mander ............. 132
Remote cot_trol jack (LANC)

............................................ 131
Remote sensor ...................... 132

RESET .................................. 115

S

S video jack ................. 28.54, _,
Self diagnusis display .......... 116
.%If timer recording ............... 23
SEL/PUSH EXEC dial ..... 32, 72
Serial port adaptor ................. 96
Shoulder strap ................... 12'4
SkiF %an .............................. 27
Slide show. ............................. 107

Slow playback ......................... 27
SLOW SHUTI'ER .................. 38
+SLOW SHTR ......................... 22
START!STOP MODE ............ 20
STEADYSHOT ........................ 73

Stereo tape ............................. 110
STILL ........................................ 38
Sub sound ................................ 74

T,U,V

Tape counter ...................... 20, 48
Telephoto ................................. 19
Time code ................................. 20
Title ........................................... 65
Title search ............................... 51
TRAIL ....................................... 38
Transition ................................. 16

TV color systems ................... 119

W, X, Y, Z

Warning indicators ............... 117
Wide-angle .............................. 19
Wide mode .............................. 32
WORLD TIME ......................... 77

Write-protect tab ..................... 14
Zero set memory ..................... 48
Zoom ........................................ 19
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Identifying the parts and controls

[]

®
[] SELFTIMER button (p. 23)

[] END SEARCH button (p. 24)

[] DISPLAY button (p. 26)

[] START/STOP MODE switch (p. 20)

................................................................ ]

_31}DIGITAL EFFEL'-I"button (p. 3% 47)

_2_ TITLE button (p, 66/

3_3]MENU button (p. 32, 72)

_4_ Speaker
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Before Use

I

Program Features

PictureGear Version 3.2 Lite (hereafter referred to simply as PictureGear) is
software application that makes it easy to list, manage, and display image
files stored in Memory Sticks or on a computer's hard disk. In PictureGear,
each displayed image is called a slide.

Note

The example screens in this document are for the English version. However, to use thi
software, the language selected during installation should match the language of the

operating system installed on the PC.

Languages that can be selected during installation are as follows.

Japanese / English / German / French / Italian / Spanish

If the language of your operating system is other than the above, select a language froJ

among the above. The defanlt selection is English.*

* Please note: Operation is not assu_t with operating systems for languages other
than the above.

List View and Zoom View

Slideswithin a selected-folderare displayed in the List View. The List View
can be zoomed in and out between 12.5 and 800% using the Zoom Bar, so ar
slide can be quickly selected.
As long as a slide is in an image format that can be handled by PictureGear,
even if its format differs from other slides, it appears in the same List View
together with the other slides. Slides in the List View can be displayed in
order by date, name, etc.

Copy and Move Slides

Slides can be copied and moved by simple operations in the PictureGear
window.



Zoom Display of a Slide I

A slide selected in the List View can be displayed zoomed in a separate m

window (Single-Image View). Slides displayed in Single-Image View can be

magnified, reduced and scrolled.

Print Slides
Slides can be printed, either singly or as multiple slides per page,

Play Movies in the Movie Playback Window

MPEG1 and AVI format movie files can be played in separatewindows. A
corresponding still image appears in-the List View.

Use with Video and Digital Still Cameras

By connecting a Sony video or digital still camera to the PC, photographic

images can be transferred between PietureGear and the camera.

Use a Memory Stick (MS) Serial Port Adapter

By connecting the Sony MS Serial Port Adapter to the PC, slides can be stored
in Memory Sticks, and stored slides can be viewed.

Hint
The on-line help shows which image formatsare supported by PictureGear.

Note

The functions described in this document are only applicable to the devices with which
this software is bundled (or with the devices for which the accessory kit bundle is
intended).
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Precautions for Use

The hardware and software requirements for using PictureGear are as
follows:

IBM PC/AT or compatible with the following capabilities.

- Minimum 90 MHz Pentium CPU (166 MHz or faster recommended)

- Minimum 32 MB_main memory (64 MB or more recommended)

- Minimum 30 MB available hard disk space (for Standard installation

- Minimum 640 × 480 pixel Hi Color (16-bit color) display driver
capability.

Operating System

Microsoft Windows 95, 98 or NT4.0.

About Using with Windows NT4.0

• PictureGear must be installed with a supervisory-leve] ]ogin user name,
such as "Administrator".

• eictureGear may require about 150 MB of real and virtual memory
combined. If PictureGear is run under Windows NT4.0 with too little

memory, a message such as "Your system is running low on virtual
memory. Please close some applications." may appear. In this case, close
PictureGear immediately, login with a supervisory level user name, doul
click the System icon in the Control Panel and increase the maxim_ sizl _

of virtual memory with the Performance setting.

Note

To view movies with PictureGear Version 3.2 Lite, the Microsoft Direct)( Media

Runtime Version 5.2 (or later) movie support library is required. If no movie support
library is present, it can be installed from the PictureGear CD-ROM. See page 10 for
details.

• When using PictureGear, the color palette of the screen should be at leas!
Hi Color (16-bit color) for proper display.

• The display color settings are made by double clicking the Display icon i:
the Windows Control Panel.



How to Use this Manual

This manual describes how to get PictureGear up and ruluxing. Refer to the
PictureGear on-line help to learn more about specific program operations.
Help is accessible by running PictureGear and selecting How to Use
PictureGear in the Help menu.
Information too new to be included in the+operating manual is available in
the ReadMe file located under Start menu - Programs - PictureGear 3.2Life.
Please be sure to read it.

Displaying the Help Contents

PictureGear on-line help is displayed by clicking How to Use Pict_eGear in

the Help menu, or by clicking the [] button on the toolbar.

E

C

• Double click _ to display the items within it.

+ Double click _ to display the description of.that item.
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Installing PictureGear

Insert the PictureGear CD-ROM into the CD-ROM drive.

When the CD-ROM drive access lamp turns off, the Choose Setup
Language dialog box appears.

2

3

4

Note

If this dialog box does not appear when the CD-ROM is inserted, start the
Windows Explorer and double click on the installation file (SETUP.EXE) on the
CD-ROM.

Click _ to select the language to use from the displayed
language list.
The Welcome dialog box appears.

Click [Next],

The End User License Agreement appears. Please read it before
proceeding to the next step.

Click [Yes] after reading the End User License Agreement and
agreeing to the terms.
The Choose Destination Location dialog box appears with
"C:\ Program Files\Sony\PictureGear3.2Lite" as the installation
destination.



Click [Next] if the displayed destination folder is acceptable.

If you want to change the destination folder, click [Browse], change the
destination folder, and then click [Next]. o

The Setup Type dialog box appears.

6 Click [Next] if you want to perform the Standard setup.
To change the setup type, click either [Compact] or [Custom], and then
click [Next].

• Standard: the PictureGear program and sample data are installed.

• Compact: only the PictureC, ear program is installed.

• Custom: either the PictureGear program or sample data can be selected to be
installed.

Note

Some of the still picture samples can be installed only by selecting Custom setap

type.

The Select Program Folder dialog box appears.

Click [Next] if the displayed program folder name is acceptable.
If you want to change the program folder name, enter the new name for
the folder, and click [Next].

The required files are copied from the CD-ROM to the hard disk.
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8

9

Click [Finish].

The Setup Complete dialog box appears.
Checking the Open ReadMe box displays the ReadMe document after
installation, so you can see the latest information about the program,

Click [Finishl.
If the Open ReadMe box was checked in the previous step, the ReadM,
document is displayed: After reading the document, close it and dick
[Finish] in the PictureGear Setup dialog box.
Installation is now complete.

Microsoft DirectX Media Runtime Version 5.2 or later is required to play
movies with PictureGear Version 3.2 Lite.

If you have a problem playing movies, install the Microsoft DirectX Media
Runtime provided on the PictureGear CD-ROM. Start up the installation
program (DXMWEB.EXE) contained in the DirectX folder on the PictureGe,
CD-ROM.

1 (_ us



Basic Operation d

Starting the Program

PictureGear can be started by the following procedure.

1 Turn on the PCand load Windows.

2 Click the Start button on the task bar.

The Start menu appears.

Point to Programs on the Start menu, and click PictureGear 3.2
Lite from the list of programs.
PictureGear starts and the main window appears.
Sample slides are displayed automatically in the View Area.

R

0
X_

o

Tool

Folder List Slides

A slide selected on this screen can be magnified by the menu and tool
bar, and moved in the Folder List.

11 us



Closing PictureGear

PictureGear can be closed by either of the following methods:

• Click File in the menu bar, and then click Close.

• Click the Close button at the top right comer of the PictureGear main
window.

"_° Hint

While running PictureGear you can press the F1 key or select How to Use PictureGe_

from the help menu, or click _ to display PictureGear on-line help.

Note

Some time is required before the sample slides appear.

"_° If the program fails to run:

Try again from step L

If the program still does not run properly, there could be a problem with the
PictureGear program files on the hard disk. Try re-installing PictureGear.



Viewing Slides

When PictureGear is run the first time, sample slides installed on the hard

disk are displayed automatically.
To dispIay other slides, specify the folder containing the slides you want to
view (page 14).

Initial Folder List

The Samples folder icon in the folder list indicates that it is the open folder
when PictureGear is run the first time. The slides in the Samples folder are

therefore displayed.

R

O
"o

o

The Samples folder is in the PictureGear3.2Lite folder, which is clearly shown
to he in the Sony folder.

I_ us



Locate the folder in the PictureGear folder list containing the slides you w
to display, and click it.

Locating a Folder

Manipulate the folder list as follows to locate the desired folder.

_ Fron*
_,_ (nternet Explorer

_J Microsoft Office

L..3Net
CJ Out

12]P_ When you

_ _,,y click []

_ Al_l_at_a Data

_ ¢atroot

if_..30omm_r_l --I

FqOonf_ _ Scroll Bars

{_ Mkcro_oftOffice
ra._

o_
r_rl p_

_ pict,le_ear _.Lite

Folder List Indicators

The drive and folder icons are displayed in the folder list.
A [] or [] mark appears at the left of most icons.

Drives and folders with a [] The drive or folder contains other folders that an

mark currently displayed.

Drives and folders with a [] The drive or folder contains other folders that ar,

mark displayed under the drive or folder icon, shifted

the right.

Drives and folders without a This drive or folder contains only files, or is emp
[] or [] mark



Using the Folder List

To display the folders "Wl_ttna drive or folder with a [] mark, chck the []
mark. It changes to a [] mark.

To display parts of the list that are not displayed in the folder hst, drag the
scroll bar up and down or left and right,

Clicking on the [] mark changes it back to [] as the folders within it are
no longer displayed

_" Contents of the View Area:

Only slides in the folder selected in the folder list are displayed.

Other dems (such as documents and other folders) that may be in the selected folder are
not displayed. Also, despite thetr hle extension, unages that cannot be displayed with
PictureGear are indicated as non-displayable slides

_" When slides are not displayed

The selected folder may not contain any images that can be displayed by PlchtreGear
Check the contents of the folder hst and select a folder that contains displayable hies.

/

O
"o
rD

r-_

Double click the slide image m the View Area that you want to display

enlarged.

The Single-Image View window opens with the enlarged slide, To close the

window, click Close in the File menu, or click the window's Close button.

Refer to Displaying a Single Image in the on-Erie help for more details.

Click the movie slide in the View Area that you want to play, and
chck Play Movie in the View menu

Refer to the on-line help for details.
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Using with External Devices

This part describes PictureGear operation when connected with external
devices. See the PictureGear on-line help and the device manuals for more
details.

IIIIIIIIII

Using a Video Camera

With a Sony video camera connected to the PC, PictureGear lets you transf_

images between the PC and the camera.

Note
The video camera described here refers to the device with which the software was
bundled (or with the devices for which the accessory kit bundle is intended). Other
devices are not compatible•

•Con nectioris_ahd Settings

1 Turn off the video camera and PC power.

2 Connect one end of the connection cable to a PC serial port, ar

the other end to the DIGITAL I/O jack on the video camera.

3 Turn on the video camera, and set it to communicate with the

(set the power switch to "Video", etc.).

Refer to the video camera operating manual for details.

4 Turn on the PC and run PictureGear.

5 In the Setup menu, point to Connection with Other Device, an,
click Video Camera.



The Video Camera Settings dialog box appears.

"_'_Hint
If the "Loading images by background process" box is checked, images can be
loaded by background processing. Refer to the on-line help for details,

Click [Detail].
The Video Camera Settingsdialog box appears.

Make the desired settings, and click [OK].
Baud Rate: Normally 115200 bps. A slower rate may be used if serial
communications problems occur.
Serial Port: Select the PC port that corresponds to the connection in step
2. See the PC operating manual for the port number.
Close the Video Camera Settings dialog box.

Click [OK].
The settings are refreshed and the dialog box closes.
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Using the First Time

1 Check the connections and confirm that an image isstored in tk

video camera's internal flash memory.

In the File menu, point to Connections, and click Video Camera.
The Video Camera folder icon appears in the folder list, and images in
the folder appear in the View Area.

Video Camera folder icon

"_" Hint

If a message box appears indicating a communications problem, refer to steISs 6 and 7

Connections and Settings, and perform the following steps:

• Decrease the baud rate.

• Confirm that the port settings are correct.

Note

If an image has been read and any of the following actions taken, repeat the procedun

from step 1.

- The video camera has been turned off and back on.

- The cable has been disconnected.

- A new image has been taken, or data has been deleted with the video camera.

Notes

• After working with an image after viewing the List View, such as Single-Image

viewing, some time will be required to re-read the images.

• As the video camera and the PC are busy communicating until all image are read,

not disconnect the cable during this period.

Storing Images'

Please see page 25.



Using a Digital Still Camera

With a Sony digital still camera connected to the PC, PictureGear lets you
transfer photo images between the PC and the camera.

Note

The digital still camera described here refers to the device with which the software was
bundled (or with the devices for which the acce_ory kit bundle is intended). Other
devices are not compatible.

1 Turn off the camera and PC power.

2 Connect one end of the connection cable to a PC serial port, and
the other end to the DIGITAL l/O jack on the camera, to

3 Turn on the camera, and set it to communicate with the PC (set _-

the mode switch to "Play", etc.).

Refer to the digital still camera operating manual for details.
_o

4 Turn on the PC and run PictureGear.
<

5 In the Setup menu, point to Connection with Other Device, and

click Digital Still Camera.

The Digital Still Camera Settings dialog box appears.

"_ Hint

If the "Loading images by background process" box is checked, images can be
loaded by background processing. Refer to the on-line help for details.
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6 Click [Detail].

The Digital Still Camera Settings dialog box appears.

Make the desired settings, and click [OK].
Baud Rate: Normally 115200bps. A slower rate may be used if serial
communications problems occur.

Serial Port: Select the PC port that corresponds to the connection in ste
2. See the PC operating manual for the port number.
Close the Digital Still Camera Settings dialog box.

Oick [OK].

The settings are refreshed and the dialog box closes.

2

Check the connections and insert the Memory Stick containing
the desired image in the digital still camera.

in the File menu, point to Connections, and click Digital Still
Camera.

The Digital Still Camera folder icon appears in the folder list, and ima_
in the folder appear in the View Area.

Digital Still Camera folder icon



"i_° Hint

If a message box appears indicating a communications problem, refer to steps 6 and 7 of
Connections and Settings, and perform the following steps:

° Decrease the baud rate.

• Confirm that the port settings are correct.

Note

If an image has been read and any of the following actions taken, repeat the procedure
from step 1.

- The digital still camera has been turned off and back on.
- The cable has been disconnected.

- Any new image has been taken, or an image deleted with the digital camera.

- The Memory Stick was removed from the camera (for devices that include a Memory
Stick).

Notes

• After working with an image after viewing the List View, such as Single-Tmage
viewing, some time will be required to re-read the images.

• As the digital still camera and PC are busy communicating until all image are read,

do not disconnect the cable during this period.

Please see page 25.
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Using a Memory Stick Serial Port
Adapter (for Handycams)

With the Sony Memory Stick (MS) Serial Port Adapter (for Handycams)

connected to the PC, PictureGear lets you transfer images between the PC

and Memory Sticks.

Note

The Memory Sticks described here refer to those in which images have been stored by

the device with which the software was bundled (or with the devices for which the

accessory kit bundle is intended). Memory Sticks containing images stored by other
devices are not guaranteed to be compatible.

1

2

Turn off the PC power.

Connect one end of the connection cable to a PC serial port, an(
the other end to the DIGITAL IN/OUT jack on the MS Serial Port
Adapter.

Plug the cord of the MS Serial Port Adapter into an outlet to tuf
it on.

Refer to the MS Serial Port Adapter operating manual for details.

4 Turn on the PCand run PictureGear.

5 In the Setup menu, point to Connection with Other Device, and

click MS Serial Port Adapter.
The MS Serial Port Adapter Settings dialog box appears.

DO _J_



6

"_" Hint

If the "Loading images by background process" box is checked, images can be
loaded by background processing. Refer to the on-line help for details.

Click [Detail].

The MS-Serial Port Adapter Settingsdialog box appears.

Make the desired settings, and click [OK].
Baud Rate: Normally 115200 bps. A slower rate may be used if serial
communications problems occur.

Serial Port: Select the PC port that corresponds to the connection in step
2. See the PC operating manual for the port number.

Close the MS Serial Port Adapter Settings dialog box.

Click [OK].
The settings are refreshed and the dialog box closes.
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Check the connections and insert the Memory Stick containing
the desired image in the MS Serial Port Adapter.

In the File menu, point to Connections, and click MS Serial Port

Adapter.

The MS Serial Port Adapter folder icon appears in the folder list, and
images in the folder below it appear in the View Area.

Serial Port Adapter folder iconMS
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"_" Hint

If a message box appears indicating a communications problem, refer to steps 6 and 7

Com_ections and Settings, and perform the following steps:

• Decrease the baud rate.

• Confirm that the port settings are correct.

Note

If an image has been read and any of the following actions taken, repeat the procedur

from step 1.

Power to the MS Serial Port Adapter has been turned off and back on.

The cable has been disconnected.

The Memory Stick was removed."

Notes

• After working with an image after viewing the List View, such as Single-Jmage

viewing, some time will be required to re-read the images.

• As the MS Serial Port Adapter and PC are busy communicating until all image are

read, do not disconnect the cable during this period.

• If an error occurs, disconnect and then reconnect the PC serial Cable at the MS Seri,

Port Adaptor side.

Please see page 25.



Storing Images from External Devices

Images read from external devices can be stored on the PC hard disk. Refer to

the on-llne help for details.

1 Click the slide you wish to store in the View Area to select it.

2 Drag the selected slide to the destination folder or drive in the
Folder List.

The image is stored at the destination.

Refer to the operating manual of the connected device for storage format
details.

Note
Slides cannot be stored in the folder of the connected device.

Storing an image from the Single-Image Viewer
SelectSave As from the File menu.

The storage format can be selected from the following: BMP, JPEG, TIFF,
FlashPix or GIF.

"_" How to send images to an external device
You cansend still images to an external device.

See the Help file,
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Miscellaneous

How to Uninstall PictureGear

If PictureGear is not being used and you need to free up space on the hard
disk, it can be uninstalled as follows.

1 In the File menu, click Close to close PictureGeaJ

2 On the task bar, click the Start button, point to Settings, and eli
Control Panel.

The Control Panel opens.

Double click Add/Remove Programs.3
" The Add/Remove Programs Properties dialog box appears.

4 Click the Install/Uninstall tab.

5 Click on PictureGear 3.2Lite in the list of applications, so it is

highlighted.

6 Click the Add/Remove button.
The uninstaller runs and the Confirm File Deletion dialog box appears

7 Click [Yes].

The PictureGear program and related files are deleted,



In Case of Trouble

If a problem occurs, please check the following items, if you cannot resolve

the problem, contact the location indicated in the operating manual for the

device with which you received this software.

Symptom Cause/Remedy

PietureGear does not run There might be a problem with the PictureGear
program on the hard disk.

Uninstall and then reinstall PictureGear (page 26)

Sample slide do not display Click the sample slide folder in the folder list. If the
slides still do not appear, there might be a problem

with the sample slide data on the hard disk.
Uninstall and then reinstall PictureGear (page 26)

Not able to communicate with Check the settings for each device.
external device -_ Confirm that the baud rate and serial port settings

match (page 17, 20, 23)
-_ Momentarily disconnect the external device's

connection cable, then reconnect it.

Selecting Single-Image View in Confirm that you have selected a slide in the List
View menu does not display View to be viewed larger.
the slide any larger

Movies do not play The Movie Library version may be too old or not
installed.

Install the Microsoft DirectX Media Runtime

provided on the PictuK_Gear CD-ROM (page 10)
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